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INTERIM OPINION 

I. Summary of Decision 

looay's decision completes the first phase of the 

Commission's investigation into methods of financing the costs of 

decommissioning nuclear gene~ating facilities. lhis investigation 

began with Order Instituting Investigation (011) 86, issuee 

January 21. 19~1. 011 86 named as respondents the regulated 
" . California electric utilities whi~~ operate or are c~nstruc:~ng 

nuclear facilities: Pacific Gas anc Electric Company (PG&E), 

Southern California Edison Company (Edison), and San Diego Gas & 
Electric Company (SDG&E). 

loday's decision outlines a new procedure by which the 

utilities will collect and account for the forecast eventual eos~s 

of nuclear decommissioning. In assessing the various alternatives 

for financing recove=y of decommissioning costs, the Commission 

(1) Assurance - The assurance which the method 
provides that funds collected will be 
available at the time ano in the amount 
required. . 

(2) Cost - The cost that the method i~poses on 
ratepayers. 

(3) Flexibility - The method's aoility to 
adjust to changes in the costs. technical 
requirements, and timing of decom~ission-
ing, inflation and cost escalation, 
1nterim use of accumulated funds, and 
changes in tax laws. 
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(4) Equi~y -'The me~hod's equi~able ~reatmen~ 
of ra~epayers. Any funding me~hod should 
col~ec~ funds only from ~hose ~ho benefi~ 
from ~he reac~or, s~rive to levelize 
ra~epayer con~ribution during :he years of 
plan~ operation, and stop collection at 
~he end of the plan~'s opera~ing life. 

"Assurance" is the single most importan~ criterion for 

evaluating alterna~ive financing mechanisms. We must achieve a 

high level of assurance that deco~issioning can be accomplished 

promptly and efficiently, so as to minimize any ?Oten~ia1 risk to 

public health and safe~y. 

"Co:;t" is ~he second most i~por~ant criterion. tJe 

compared the funded mechanisms ~o determine ~hich ~ould provide 

an accep~able level of assurance at the lo~est cost to ra~epayers. 
~ased on evidence on the record. sinking fund mechanisms ~hich 

require annual paymen~s ~ould be less expensive than prepay=ent. 

"Equi-ey" proved to be a rela~ively easy criterion ~o 

satisiy, because it is relatively easy to structure ?a~ent 

schedules in ~ays which treat ratepayers e~uitably over time. Only 

expens ing cannot meet this requirement-, because it requires 

assignment of ,all decommissioning costs to ra~e?ayers in years 

after a nuclear power plant has ceasee to generate benefits. 

"Flexibility" ~as also a relatively easy cri~erion ~o 

meet. Prepayment options proved to be the least flexible. because 

they ~ould set aside the largest initial fund balance. 
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In ehe Commission's vi~, ~he mechanism which bes~ 

satisfies-the tour criteria is an ex~e=nally funded sinking fund. 

Unaer this mechanism, annual payments will be deposited into a fund 

which is segregated from other utili~ assets. Annual contribu-

tions will be set so that the principal plus accumulated earnings 

should cover the cost of decommissioning at the time decommission-

ing is expected to occur. 

Today's decision requires external :anagement of each 

decommissioning fund by a third-party t=ustee. Professional fund 

managers should be able to secure the bighest earnings from invest-

ment of decommissioning funds for a given level of risk. 

P~E, Edison, and SOG&E are directed to implement 

procedures to fund decommissioning costs by use of an externally 

funded reserve as soon as practicable. They are ordered to file 

proposed accounting and procedural details within 60 days of the 

effective date of this decision, along ~th supporting in£o==a~ion. 

OIl 86 remains open. A ?rehea~ing conference ~ill be 

held August 4, 1983 to identify,issues and schedule further 
hearings. 

II. Introduction 

A. Procedural History 

On January 21,1981 the Commission issued all 86 ~o 

consider current and alternative methods for finanCing nuclear 

decommissioning costs to be incurred by California regulated public 
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utilities. The Commission ins~i~ted OIl 86 in order to ensure 

that adequate funds will be available for decommissioning nuclear 

generating facilities, and to ensure that the costs of 

decommissioning will be distributed equitably over time among the 

customers who benefit from operation of the nuclear power plants. 

The Commission defined four criteria by whi~~ alternative financing 

mechanisms were to be evaluated: assurance, flexibility; equity; 
and cost. 

Currently, the estimated costs of decommissioning are 

collected over the life of the facility as a negative salvage 

component of depreciation.11 The accumulated reserve allows the 

companies to use the revenues during plant operation, thereby 

reducing the need for additional external financing. The 

accumulated reserve is subtracted from rate base, reducing revenue 

requirements over the life of the plant. This method accumulates a 

"depreciation reserve" on the utility's books, but it does not 

actually require the utility to set money asice. This method 

assumes that decommissioning costs can be paid from internal 

company funds at the time of decommissioning. 

11 See Section I!I-D.4, below, for a more detailed discussion. 
!his accounting treatment was reaffirmed for ~he San Onofre 
Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) Unit No.1 in Edison's test 
year 1979 rate case Deeision (0.)89711. dated Dec. 1Z, 1978, in 
Application (A.)57602, and in SDG&E's test year 1979 rate case 
D.90405, dated June 5, 1979, in A.58067, et ale Similar 
treatment is in place for PG&E's Humboldt Bay ~uclear Station, 
but accrual has been in abeyance since 1980. 
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In 011 80, the Commission concluded ~ha~ ~here is a need 

to consider financing alternatives to the current "depreciation 

res,erve" method. The 011 ordered consideration of at least the 

following alternatives: 

(1) Prepar=ent - cash or othp.r liquid assets 
set aside or deposited in an invest:ent 
account prior to reactor start-up 
covering either total estimated 
decommissioning expense. or invested 
such ~hat principal plus ac~ulated 
in~erest cover estimated cost at the 
estimatee time 0: decommissioning. 

(2) Sinking Fund - fund rese=ve accumulateci 
over the estimatee li:e of the plant 
through annual set aside su~~ ~at fund 
plus accumulated interest cover 
estimated cost at estimated time of 
decommissioning. 

(3) Depreciation Reserve - reserve 
accumulated over the estimated life of 
the plant on company acco~ting records 
althou~h no specific funds are set 
aside tor cecommissioning. 

(4) Surecy Bond - bone purchased from 
surety company to guarantee that monies 
equivalent to face value of bond and 
esti:ated decommiSSioning: cost will be 
paid in event the utilicy, finanCing 
through some ot~er method, defaults. 

(5) Premature Oecom~issioning Insurance -
insurance or bond to cover decreasing 
eifference be~een funds accumulated by 
some other funding method and the 
estimated costs 0: decommissioning a~ 
any point in ti=e. 
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' .. 

PG&E, Edison, and SDG&E were made responden~s ~o OII 86 

and were directed to submit ~itten evaluations ot current and 

alternative methods for financing nuclear deeommissioning eosts 

to the Commission by May 21,1981. The California Energy 
CommisSion (eEC) was invited to partieipate in the proceeding and 

encouraged to prepare a similar evaluation. 
A prehearing conference was held on Y~rch 13, 1981. 

During the eonference, parties interested in the proceeding were 

identified and the issues were further refined. The presiding 

administrative law judge (AlJ) issued a ruling dated April 14, 1981, 

further clarifying the issues to be addressed in the proceeding. 

In addition to those specifically delineated in OII 86, the 
following issues were included: 

(1) The estimated range within which 
decommissioning costs of eoomercial 
reactors c~~ reasonably be expectee to 
vary; 

(2) !he estimated range -Nithin which 
reactors can reasonably be expected to 
remain commercially useful; . 

(3) The expensing method of financing; 
(4) . The salvage value of fuel existing at 

the time of dec~issioning; 
(5) The uncertainty of cost estimates and 

the impact upon funding mechanisms; 
(6) The potential for abandonment of 

facility by an insolvent or solvent 
utility; and 

(7) The decommissioning experience to date. 
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In aaai~ion to requiring the utilities to report the cost 

to ratepayers of the various methods to finance decommissioning, 

the AlJ's ruling directed the respondents to analyze the 

sensitivity 0: the financing methods to the following factors: 

discount rates; cost inflation: earnings rate of fund or 

depreciation account; possible tax aeferral of principal ana/or 

interest; and shortened plant lifetime or drastic increase in 

decommissioning costs related to premature shutdown. 

Twelve days of hearings were he1a be~Neen October 26, 
1981 and September $, 1982. the matter was submitted, pending 

receipt of concurrent briefs on October 22, 19~2. ~rie£s were 

filed by PG&E, Edison, SDG&E, CEC, the Cali:ornia Association of 

Utility Shareholders; and the Com~ission staff. Roughly 50 letters 

of concern were received froc ratepayers during this phase of the 
proceeding. 

B. Positions of Parties 

A wide range of positions were taken on the issues by 

parties to this phase of OIl 86. The main reason for this broad 

range is the g=eat uncertainty entailed in planning for the 

eventual decommissioning of commercial nuclear electriC ?Ower 

plants. Individual positions, and the decisions reached today in 

this opinion, are based on reasoned judgments made in light of 

these uncertainties. 
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1. Commission Staff 

Three wi~nesses appeared on behalf of the Commission 
staff: Kevin Coughlan, of t~e Engineering A.~alysis Group of the 
Commission's Revenue Requirements Division; Ronald Knecht, of the 
Special Economics Projects Section 0: the Revenue Requirements 

Division; and Robert S. Wood, of the Office of State Programs of 

the Uniteo States Nuclea~ Regulatory Commission (~~C). 

a. witness Coughlan 

Coughlan argued that the current eepreciation reserve 

method should be maintained, but that the tax treatment should be 

changed to normalized (or "partial cost reeovery"~ as described 

elsewhere in this decision), rather than flow-through (or "full 

COSt recovery") accounting. He found t~at all the proposed 

decommissioning methods provided ad~uate assurance of fund 

availability. because the low absolute costs of decommissioning 

make t~e expenses easily manageable. Aiter rejecting the expensing 

method (See Section III-D.'. below) as inequitable. Coughla!'l argued 
that the depreCiation reserve is the least expensive of the 

remaining alternatives. 
b. Witness Knecht 

Knecht analyzed the financing alternatives by establish-
ing an ordinal ranking under each of the four criteria, ~hen 

merging these rankings on an equally weighted baSis to prepare a 
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final lis~ of preferences. Using ~his me~hodology, Knech~ found 
three al~erna~ives 'to be accep~able, and ranked ~hem: (1) e~ernal 

pre?aymen~ fund; (2) external sinking fund; and (3) in~ernal pre-
paymen~ fund. 

Knecht argued that the utili~ies should base their cos~ 

calculations on estimates of ~he ultimate cost of decommissioning, 

rather ~han on the es~imated presen~ cost of decommissioning. !he 

decommissioning reserve mechanism now in place, in contrast, 

calculates each contribution based on ~he latest estimate of 

present cos~s (see Section III-D.4, below for a ~re detailed 

description). For mechanisms which involve annual ?a~en~s to a 

reserve, Knecht's approach would lead to larger payments in early 

years and smaller payments in later years. Knecht argued that his 

approach would be more equitable. 

Knecht also argued that no unfunded alternative would 

provide adequate assurance of fund availability, because of the 

uncertain financial fu~ure of the electric utility industry_ He 

believed tha~ any of the al~ernative mechanisms could be designed 

to provide equitable treatmen~ of ratepayers over time. Knecht saw 
cos~ as a relatively minor issue, because all the absolute cost 

differences would be relatively small in comparison both to the 

costs of performing decommissioning and ratepayers' overall bills. 

-10-
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c. ~i~ness ~ood 

Al~hough 'Wood is' an NRC employee, he ~es~ified in ~his 

proceeding on behalf of the Commission staff. His testimony 

summarizes ~he fundings of an NRC s~dy. which he has reported in 

Assuring ~he Availability of Funds for Deco~issioning ~uclear 

Facili~ies (Draft Report, Oc~ober 1980, NU~G-0584 Rev. 2). 

(Referred to below as the ~RC Decomcissioning Keport) 

wooe testified that the NRC staff finds assurance t~ be 

the overriding c~iterion. for a varie~ of reasons. The NRC, and 

state ratemaking commissions, are responsible for protecting the 

public health and safety. The long planning horizon and uncertain 

future of the electric utility dictate caution. Finally, the NRC 

scaff believes that prOVisions must be made for the possibili~ of 

prema~ure decommissioning. 

~phasizing assurance, wood recOQ~endeG that ei~her a 

?~epaycent methOd or a sinking fund ~ethod plus precature 

decommissioning insurance or surety bond be adopted. He believed 

that insuranee woule prove less expensive, if it were to become 

available. !~is belief was based ?ri~arily on the likely tax 
~reatment; insuranee would be a deducti~le expense, while accruals 

to a decommissioning fund might be treated as taxable income. 

-11-
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2_ Responden~ U~ili~ies 

The u~ilities' posi~ions were subs~antially ~he same. 

Edison, PG&E, and SDG&E all argued tha~ the existing unfunded 
depreciation reserve mechanism should be continued_ They found 

benefits to utili~ies and ratepayers from unrestric~ed interim use 

of funds collected for decommissioning. They argued ~hat use of 

these tunds reduces the need for costly ex~ernal financing. 

The utilities also argued that premature decommissioning 

would not pose significant additional financial difficulties, 

because of existing or potential insurance mechanisms. They urged 

continued review of the possibili~ of premature decommiSSioning 
insurance. 

3. California Energy Commission 

The CEC emphasized the overriding need for adequa~e 

assurance. The eEC recommended the adoption of an externally 

funded sinking fund, in conj~ction with a requirement that 

operating utilities ?ur~~ase insurance ~o cover premaeure and 

"excess" (i.e., greater than forecast)- decommissioning cos~s. The 

CEC recognize~ that neither type of insurance is presently 

available. but concurred in statements by witness ~ooO and Edison 

witness Hughes that if the CPUC ordered California utilities to 

purchase such insurance, the industry would provide it. The CtC 
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argued that its proposed scheme would provide maxi:um assurance 

while preserving the CEC's equity goal that all decommissioning 

expenses be collected during the operating life of the plant. 
4. Redwood Alliance 

The Redwood Alliance supported a hierarchy of the four 

evaluative criteria, with assurance being the most important, 

fOllowed by equity, flexibility, and fi~lly cost. The Redwood 

Allianee reeommenoed :ha: an external fund be es:ablished, and :ha: 

a portion Ot the fund be investee in alternative energy and 

eonservation projects. Premature decocmissioning insurance would 
be required. 

The RedwoOQ Alliance proposed an allocation of the 

deeommissioning costs of plants which shut down before the end of 

their nominal operating lives, and for which no premaeure 

deeommissioning insurance had been obtained. Ratepayers would bear 

the proportion represented by the ra:io of aetual and nominal 

operating lite of the plant; shareholders would pay the rest. As 

an example, Redwood Allianee proposed ~hat ratepayers pay only 

13/30 of the cost of decommissioning PG&E's Rumboldt Bay Nuclear 
Plant. 

-13-
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III. Discussion 

A. Crieeria for ~valuaeing Aleernaeives 

The Commission applied ehe following criteria w.hen 
selecting the most appropriate methoo of financing n~clear facili:y 

decommissioning costs. The relative weight given to each criterion 

corresponds to the oreer in which they are listed. 
,. Assurance 

"Assurance" is simply the eegree of cer:ainity that the 

operating utility will have sufficient funds available to pay the 

costs of eecommissioning a nuclear power plant when the plant's 

operating life ends. OIl 86 can be compared with shopping for an 

insurance policy. The Commission mus: consider ~certaineies in 

projections of the plant'S operating life, the cose to eecommis-

sion. and the financial status of the utility or any segregated 

decommiSSioning fund at the time plant life ends. 

In comparing alternative funeing proposals, the 

Commission has looked beyond the most likely scenario, which is 

that plants operate for at least eneir·nominal life (typically 30 

years), and that the operating utility is financially healthy at 
the time decommiSSioning is necessary. we also considered the 

possibility that plant lives may be shorter than planned, thae 

decommissioning costs may be higher th~~ anticipated, or that the 

operating utility may be suffering financial hardships when decom-

missioning becomes necessary. 
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Unfortunately, the limited history of nuclear power 

precludes any firm assignment of probabilities ~o different 

possible futures. There is therefore no definitive way to quantify 

the assurance to be provided oy different financing mechanisms. 

Our comparisons must 'oe relative. 

By looking at analyses submitted by par~ies ~o this phase 

of 011 ~6, the Commission can make some comparisons of fund 

sutficiency under different circumstances. All mechanisms are 

calculated by their proponents to cover the nominal cost of 

decomissioning at the time it is projected to occur. By looking at 

projected tund balances during the nominal opera~ing life of the 

plant, it is possible to compare the funds each mechanism would 
provide if shortened plant life let to "premature decOtmissioning." 

The relative assurance provided by internally and externally funded 

mechanisms can be evaluated by comparing the likelihoods of 

financial hardship of utilities and trust funds. 

2 .. ~ 

"COSt" represents the, cost which operation of the financ-

ing ~echanism adds to the total cost of decommissioning. Evidence 

in 011 86 indicates that none of the alternative finaneing 

~echanisms would add as mu~~ as one pereent eo ratepayers' total 

electric utility bills. Accordingly, we do not treat cost as an 
overriding concern. 
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S~ill, ~he Commission's goal is ~o ~in~ain ~he lowes~ 

reasonable ra~es. We will ~here£ore consider bel~ the eos~s of 

alternative mechanisms, ~o de~ermine ~ne eos~ ~o ra~epayers for 
varying levels of assurance, equi~ and flexibili~y. As is 

discussed below, ~here was considerable disagreemen~ among 

wi~nesses concerning the absolute and rela~ive cos~s of al~erna~ive 
mechanisms. 

In comparing al~erna~i~e mechanisms, we note ~ha~ ~he 

timing ot collections and expendi~ures varies. ~e must ~herefore 

establish some standard basis for comparing activities over time. 

In other proceedings, we have assessed ~he "present value" of 

al~erna~ives. as a basis for our selec~ion among compe~ing 
activities. 

Considerable ~ime was spent in this phase of OIl 86 in 

arguments over appropriate "discount rates" whiCh the Commission 

would choose to convert future dollar values into ?resen~ value. 
In particular, staff witness ~~echt and Edison wi~ness AdaQs 

conduc~ed a deba~e over discount ra~es'which fills Exhibits 4, 6, 
and ,~ througn 30. 

we are not prepared to fo~alize a disco~t ra~e 

me~hodology in this opinion. Ins~ead, we have considered all of 

the analyses presented in judging the range of relative and 

absolute COStS which financing me~isms may impose on 

ra~epayers. 
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3. Flexibility 

"Flexibility" represents the ability to adjus1: 1:he me1:hod 

in response to changes relevant to decommissioning. These include 

the projec~ed technical requiremen1:s and 1:iming of decommissioning~ 

inflation and COS1: escala1:ion, and 1:ax treatmen1:. !hey also 

include the ability to make the OeS1: interim use of funds collected 
to finance even1:ual decommissioning expenses. 

In view of 1:rie many uncer1:ainties described below in 

Sections III-B and III-C, we deem it very im?or~ant 1:hat ~he 

adopted rinaneing ~eehanism be adaptable. We will reeval~te 

the annual assessment for decommissioning in each operating 

utility's general rate ease. At that time, operating experience 

and any changes in cost-rela1:ed factors woule be reviewed ~en 

setting the assess~ent for the next ~wo years. 

4. Ecuity 

This criterion evaluates the distribution of the benefits 

and burdens of a nuclear plant from its first operation to the end 

of decommissioning. A perfectly equi1:able ~echanis~ would charge 

ratepayers at ,any ti~e in relation to the benefits they were then 

receiving, the costs they impose on the system, and any insurance 

premium (implicit.or explieit) to protect them froc risks of plant 

operation. Ihis goal recognizes that the population of "rate-

payers" may change eonsiderably over 40 years. Ratepayers in 19&5 

should not subsidize those in 2025. nor vice versa. 
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~. Assump~ions. Projec~ions, and Uncon~rollable Fac~ors 

"Flexibili~" is one of ~he primary cri~eria in ~his 

proceeding because ~he mechanism defined today mus~ ~ responsive 
~o ~eehnica~. economic, legal, and poli~ical conditions over a~ 

leas~ ~he nex~ 30 years. Before analyzing ~he various al~erna~ives 

for financing decommissioning cos~s, we will address ce~ain issues 

whicn influence our choice. Should our ass~mptions abou~ ~hese 

factors c~ange. future adjus~ments may be necessary in ~he annual 

contribu~ion tor decommissioning, and perhaps in ~he :inancing 
mechanism itself. 

,. Absence of a Federal Decommissioning Policy 

The federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission has ~he power 

to designate one or more approved methods and procedures for 

decommissioning nuclear power plan~s. Un:ortunately for our plan-

ning process, no such designa~ion has been ~Qe and none appears 

imminent. Estimated COSts o£ the three most discussed methods vary 

over a broad range. 

a. Immedia~e Disman~lemen~ and Decontamination 

The first decommissioning option is immediate dismantle-

ment anci decontamination. After the plant is shut down, the 

facility would be disassembled and the pieces shipped to 

appropriate reuse and radioac~ive waste disposal facilities. This 

option would require the complete decontacination of the nuclear 
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facility si~e so that residual levels of radioactivity would be 

sufficiently low for the ~~c ~o release the facility for 

unrestric~ed use. This is ~he only decom~issioning option that 

leads to the prompt release of the site for unrestricted use. 

There are several arguments both for and against 

immediate dismantlement. The advan~ages of iamediate dismantlement 

and decontamination include the rapid release of the site for 

another power plant or other uses. The uncertainty regarding 

the actual decommissioning expense would oe reduced, since these 

COSts would be incurred immediately rather than postponed. Also, 

prompt decommissioning ensures removal of a potential hazard. ~he 

disadvantages include higher occupational exposure to radioactivity 

during the dismantlement process and the potentially higher 

present-value cost of immediate over deferred dismantlement. 

For example. dismantlement of the 22 mega~a:t (~) Elk River 

Keactor in Minnesota took three years (ending in 1974) and cost 
$6.15 million. 

Although there is no formal :ederal policy, wi~ness ~ood 

stated that t~e NRC staff favors decommissioning by dismantlement 

and removal. Commission staff witness Coughlan assumed tha~ this 

alternative ultimately would be selected, and presented in Exhibit 

11 a sumcary of utility estimates of decommissioning costs. These 
es~imates =ange from $48.7 million to $128.5 million. for fifteen 

commercial reactors of 436 Hw or more. 
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b. Safe Storage 

Under ~h%s op~ion, ~he nuclear facility would be closed 

down, placed in storage, and maintained with some continuing care 

~o keep ~he safe~y risk during s~orage within accep~able bounds. 

At some ti~e in the future the facility would be disman~led and 

decon~amina~ed. The storage period may last up to about 100 years. 

Beyond 100 years the integrity of ~he concrete s~ructure would 

begin to be in doub~ and mos~ of the remaining radioac~ive 

materials would be very long-lived. 

There are ~hree eypes of safe storage: cus~odial safe 

storage, passive safe s~orage and hardened safe storage. 'Ihey 

differ in ~he exten~ of con~inuing care necessary for ~he facility 

after preparations for safe s~orage are comple~ed. 

Cus~odial safe storage, or layaway, requires minimal 

initial decont~ination. The active ?ro~ection syst~ (the 

ven~ilation and air filtration system) is maintained in operation 

during the continuing care period. Radiation monitoring is 

continuous to provide for the ~a£ety of on-site personnel. 
Security perso?nel at the site guard against unauthorized entry. 

At the end of the continuing care period, the nuclear facility is 

dismantled and fully decontaminated. 

Passive sa:e storage, also called mothballing, relies on 

a more thorough immediate decontamination effort to permit shutdown 

of the active protec~ion system. Off-site security personnel such 
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as ~hose of a private securi~y agency would moni~or ~he alarm 

systems at the plane. Passive safe storage requires periodic 

inspection and repairs to maintain the structure in a stable 

condition. 

Hardened safe s~orage is also known as temporary 

entombment. It requires the construction of physical barriers 

around areas with high radioactivity. The use of concrete and 

other materials to seal off access to the facili~ is intended to 

eliminate the potential for accidental intrusion and to cake a 

deliberate break-in difficult. 

Passive safe storage has been the most commonly used safe 

storage choice. Power reactors that have been decoamissioned 

using passive safe storage are the Carolina-Virginia Tube Reactor, 

South Carolina; Pathfinder, South Uakota; Peach Bottom 1, Pennsyl-

vania; ano Vallecitos ~oiling water Reactor, california. Custoeial 

safe storage is reported to have been used at the Hanford 

Production Reactors at Richland, Washington. 

The chief advantage of safe storage is that d~ing the 

continuing care period the radioactive isotopes with shor~ hal:-

lives will largely cease to be a ?robl~. On the other hand, 

further delays in the actual dis:antlement and decontamination add 

to the uncer~ainties in the ultimate costs of deeom~issioning. 
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AdQi:ional expenses are also created by the costs of site mainte-
nance and surveillance. and by delaying the ti~e when the site 

becomes available for alterna~ive uses. 
c. Ent:o~'oment 

This option entails encasing some or all of the facili~ 

in a strong 10ng-liveQ material such as concre~e, un~il raQio-
activity decays to an acceptable level. The short half-life of t:he 

entombeQ materials and the limited lifetime of concrete structures 

suggest that 100 years might be a reasonable upper limit for the 
perioQ of entomomen~. 

There are three government-owned entombed reactors, all 

iormer nuclear power demonstration plants: RallaQ. Nebraska; the 

Piqua Nuclear Power facility, Ohio; and the 30iling ~ater Nuclear 
Superheater Power Station in Ricon. ?uerto Rico. The entombment 

preparations for the Hallam and Piqua reactors took approximately 

three years to complete. The entrances of all three reactors have 

been welded shut and all now have concr~te covers to secure the 
radioactive equipment. 
2. Reactor O~erating Life 

Because no large commercial reactor has yet reached the 
end of its normal operating life, there is no historical basis for 

estimating the commercial life of nuclear power plants. Their 

deSign lives are typically 40 years. but witnesses in this proceeci-
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ing noted that actual lives could be much shor~er or longer than 

this nominal figure. 

Uncertainty of this magnitude compounds the difficulty in 

estimating the annual contribution to the adopted financing 

mechanism. First, the size .of any annual payment would obviously 

vary with the number of years available to collect the target sum. 

Second, any net interest or earnings on the balance in the 

decommissioning account would make a larger contribution i: ~re 

years were to elapse before decommissioning. 

For the purpose of this diSCUSSion, we will assume 

commercial operating lives of 30 years. In the second phase of OIl 

86, the actual service l~~e assumed for each plant for depreciation 

purposes will be used. 

3. Inflation and Cost Escalation 

Estimates of decommissioning costs have been expressed in 

current dollars, even though the expenses will occur 30 to 40 years 

in the future. At this time we cannot establish the inflation or 

the escalation rates for costs associated with decocmissioning, 

such as lacor, construction, and waste disposal. Respondent 

utilities should submit more detailed estimates in the filings 

ordered by today's decision. Since we intend to review these cost 

estimates in rate cases, there will be ample opportunity to adjust 

any forecast costs. 
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Most witnesses performed "sensitivity analyses" of their 
assumptions about these factors. In general. all witnesses 

concluded that their relative ranking 0: al~ernatives remained the 

same throughout the full "reasonable" range of variation. We 

accept their conclusions that the inflation and escalation 

assumptions will affect. the size of annual contributions to 

decommissioning accounts, but not the choice of a firuL~cing 
alterna~ive. 

c. Income Tax Effects 

Current Internal Revenue Service (IRS) policy treats 

decommissioning expenses as nor=al business expenses which are 

cecucted from a utility's income in the year the expenses are 
incurred. If funds are collected in advance, they are taxed as 
income in the year collected. 

This difference in :i~ing would raise expenses during 

plant operation, and. then produce a "windfall" tax write-off at the 
ti~e of decommissioning. Tax considerations cocplicate the 

Commission's effort to spread equitably ove:: time the' cos~s. of 
creating a funded decommissioning ::ese=ve. 

We therefore will direct the utilities to make all 

reasonable efforts to secure tax-exe~?t status for their funds. 

While the issue is pending, we will direct the utilities to design 
their funds in anticipation that tax-exempt t::ea~ent will 

ultimately be obtained. 
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If i~ eventually becomes clear that tax-exemp~ status is 
unavailable, we would direct the u~ili~ies ~o eollee~ decommission-

ing funds on a "full cost recovery" basis, as opposed to "partial 

cost recovery." These alterna~ive treat:nents are explaine<i below. 

1. Prospects for a Tax-Exem~~ Deeo~issioning Fund 

Wi:ness Wood reports that the IRS has indicated ~ha~ it 

~ay be possible to structure a fund such ~ha: funds collee~eC to 

finance decommissioning would not be recognized as taxable income. 

He describes four IRS conditions in his testimony and cross-

examination, whi~~ refer to the ~~C Decommissioning Report he 

au~hored. The faldamental requirement is that the utili'ty "spend" 

the money in the same year it is accrued by committing it 

irretrievably :0 use for decommissioning. 

As a first condition, the IRS would require tha~ funds 

collected from ratepayers for decommissioning be i~mediately 
segregated from the u~ility's assets and deposited in a blind 

trust. This requirement would ensure that the utili=r would not 

have even short-te~ use 0: the·funds. 
Second, the blind trust funds could no~ be invested in 

assets of the operating utility. Third, the fund would be 

administered by parties no~ no~ally involved in the operations of 

the utility. Fourth, if the fund ulti~tely proved to be larger 

than the amount needed for decommissioning, any sur?lus would be 

returned to ratepayers, not to the utility. 
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Wood' testified that these gUidelines were developed 

through informal discussions with IRS staff ~e~bers. However,' he 

stated that he has become "less sanguine" about the possibiliey 

that a utility could actually structure a fund which would satisfy 

the IR.S err. 778).. He cited requests by several non-California 

utilities for IRS letter rulings on proposed trust funds; all were 

withdrawn after preliminary IRS indications that the proposed 

mechanisms would not qualify for nonrecognition. 

~ooa had no formal do~mentation from the IRS or the 

applicant utilities concerning the requests. He emphasized that no 

formal ruling has ever been made on the issue. Accordingly, we have 

no assurance that tax-exempt or non-recognizee status is possible 

without federal legislation.~/ Legislation to this effect 

(HR 349a) was introduced in the last session of Congress, but was 

not enacted. 2/ 

2:./ The lack of IRS rulings on proposed tax-exempt truSt also 
cOtJplica'Ces 'Che conser.rat:ion progra:ls. of California utilities. 
As of November 1982, Edison had received no response from the 
IRS to the utility's attempt to establish a tax-exe:lpt "ra'te-
payer trust" to :finance its Greater Eastern Desert Area Zero 
Interest Program tor financing residential weatherization 
activities. In 0.82-"-086 (Nov. 17~ 1982 in A.61066 and 
A.6i067), the Com:ission :found itsel: constrained to reject 
Edison's proposal to establish a ratepayer trust for the utili-
ty's system-wide Residential Conservation Financing Program. 
HR 3498 (Gibbons) would have made payments to nuclear power 
plant decommiSSioning or spent fuel processing financing 
mechanism tax-deductible expenses in the year collected. No 
hearings were held concerning HR 3498, and the bill never left 
the House Ways and Means Committee. No successor bill has yet 
been introduced in the 98th Congress. 
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The practical effect of an arrangement meeting the IRS 
guidelines, according to Wood, would be to place the utility in the 

role of collecting funds for another entity, the blind trust. 

Under these Circumstances, the tax status of the trust should 

determine whether or not the income to the trust would be taxable. 

Another route to tax-exempt status for decommissioning 

funds might therefore be to establish a state-ad~inistered trust, 
which should be exempt from federal taxation. Witness Wood 

referred to this possibility under direct and cross-examination, 

but the suggestion was not developed beyond the most general level. 

we will direct the utilities to design their 

decommissioning financing mechanisms in anticipation that t~

exempt treatment ultimately will be secured. In filing their 

proposed mechanisms, however, we will direct the utilities to 

provide their best analyses of the likelihood of such treatment. 

These analyses should include assessment of utility or Commission 

actions which would increase the likelihood of such treatment; 
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these should include possible efforts to secure federal or state 

legislation.!:/ 

2. Alternative Treatments of a !GA4ole Decoamissioning Fund 

As described in the preceding section. we prefer to 

create decommissioning funds which would not be subject to the 

potential inequities c~sed by timing of income tax effects. 

However. we may be unable to avoid these tax effects, and ~ust 

therefore consider alternative treatments of a taxable 

decommissioning fund. 

At present federal corporate incoce tax rates (46%), or 

composite federal and state rates of approximately 50%~ roughly twO 

dollars must be collected for every dollar actcally set aside for 

decommissioning. At the time of decommissioning, the actual 

expenses will be deducted from income; at present rates, therefore, 

tax deductions would cover nearly half the deco~missioning ex~nses 

at that time. On this basis, we have considered ewo general 

4/ In 1979, the California legislature, enacted 53 1183 (Garamendi), 
in response to the Three Mile Island acciden~. The bill 
required the State Of:ice of Ezergency Services to ~ke site-
specific investigations of consequences of ?ossible nuclear 
power plant accidents, and to revise its ~uclear Power Plant 
Emergency Response Plan. This activity was to be financed by 
operating utilities through payments to a newly-created Nuclear 
Planning Assessment S?ecial Account. The PUC was directed to 
devise the assessment methOd, and to allow regulated utilities 
to recover their share in rates. See Cal. Gov't. Code Section 
8610.5. The experience ~ith S3 1183 ~ay provide useful 
guidance to this investigation. 
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methods of treating income tax~ which can be applied to all 

financing methods in which. money is collected during a plant's 
operating life .. 

'Ihe "full cost recovery" methOd is designed to ensure 

that the full estimated cost of decommissioning would be available 

at the time of decommissioning, without assuming any tax benefits 
in the years the costs are incurred. 'Ihis method is analogous to 

the "flow th::ough" treatment of other utility taxes and tax 

credits. This method would collect frao ratepayers during plant 

life roughly two dollars for every one dollar to be spent 

eventually on decommissioning. If the contributions have been 

calculated correctly, ~he tax deduction :0: deeommissioni~ 

expenses would be available for refund to ratepayers at that time. 

The "partial cost: recovery basis" describes a methoc. 

where the provision for decommissioning is accrued but no allowance 

is made at the time for taxation of t~is income. If the income 

ea=marked for decommissioning is taxable~ this method will provide 

only about half of the amount ultimateiy necessary to decommission. 
!he balance is ,assumed to be available from tax deductions on the 

decommissioning expenses in the years they occur. !his method, 

which is analogous to "normalization" of taxes and tax credits, 

matches ratepaye: contributions :0 rate?ayer benefits more 

equitably. However, it may provide less assurance that the total 

funds for decommissioning ~ll be available when needed. 
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Proponen~s of full cos~ recovery accept i~s inequi~able 

impac~s in exchange for what ~hey perceive eo be higher levels of 

assurance. They argue ~ha~ ~he Cocmission canno~ assume. for 

purposes of assuring adequate funding for deeommissioning, that a 

utili:y will have ~axable ineome in the decommissioning years. If 

no~. they argue, there would be no tax-based cash flow with which 
~o pay for deeommissioning. 

In the even~ ~hat tax-exem?~ status cannot be secured for 

funds collected for decommissioning. we intend to adopt ~he full 
C b . ~ &. i d . ~ i ost recovery aS1S .or .1nanc ng ecommlss.on ng. This basis 

would impose greater cos~s on ratepayers during ~he period of power 

plant operation, but o~her fac~ors oU~Neigh the small increase in 

total rates required to finance full cost recovery. 

The primary consideration justifying the higher interim 

costs is the ~~certain~ inherent in projecting the eventual cost 

and ~iming of decommissioning. Since these riSKS are highest in 

the initial years of plan~ operation, we find it fair to impose 
. 

higher relative burdens on ratepayers in those years. This. oasis 
will be considered anew if the Commission if forced to reconsider 

the taxability of decommissioning funds. 
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D. Evaluation of Financing Alternatives 

we evaluated six general types of funding mechanisms in 

this phase of the proceeding, as ~ell as a limited number of 

variations within some of the types. The order insti~ting this 

investigation specifically ordered consideration of five: prepay-

ment; sinking fund; depreciation reserve; surety bond; and 

premature decommissioning insurance. We also evaluated the option 

of making no specific financial preparations for decommissioning, 

and instead treating aecommissioning costs as normal expenses in 

the years in which they are incurred. 
1. Ex~ensing 

Under this option, no advance provision ~ould be made for 

deeommissioning. The costs associated ~ith decommissioning ~ould 

be considered normal utility operating expenses and collected from 

ratepayers in the year incurred. Adeq~te funding ~ould be 

guaranteed only by timely regulatory approval of decommiSSioning 

expenses ana by ratepayers' ability to absorb ~he additional costs. 

All ~itnesses rejected the expensing alternative as risky 

ana inequitable. ~e join in that condemnation. ~y its operation, 

ratepayers at the time of decomissioning would un:airly bear the 

total costs. Those customers who benefited from SO years of 

nuclear power plant operation would bear no costs. 
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2. Suret:y Bond 

This "alternative" would actually be a supplement to the 

principal financing alternatives. The operating utility would 

purchase a bone from a surety company, which would agree ~o pay the 

face value of the bond if some designated contingency arose. 

Contract contingencies might inelude premature decommissioning p 

aecommissioning costs exceeding the funds available for 

decomoissioning, or utility default. 

No surety company now unde~~ites decommissioning costs, 
so the alternative does not presently exist. In general, the value 

of the additional assuranee provided by a sure~ bond would vary 

across alternatives, and over time tor each alterna~ive. For 

instance, t~e degree of supplemental assurance to a sinking fund 
approach would oe greatest in the early years of plant operation, 

when the balance would be low compared with estimated costs of 

decommissioning. In later years, the riSing balance would leave 

less of a potential gap_ For a prepayment alternative, in 

contrast, the potential f~ding gap presumably would be low in all 
years of operation. 

No estimate appears on the record of what surety bonds 

for decommissioning would cost, if they were to become available. 

Accordingly, we cannot make any comparison of the potential costs 

and benefits of this supplemental assurance. 
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We will direct the respondent utilities and staff to 

continue to investigate the potential for surety bonds~ including 

evaluations of their benefits and cos~s. Updated information 

should be presented in each biennial review of each utility's 
funding mechanism. 

3. Premature Decommissioning Insurance 

Premature decommissioning insurance would also operate as 

an assurance-increasing supplement to a principal financing ~e~hod. 

Like surety oonds, however, this alternative is not presently 

available. Unlike surety oonds, however, some evidence was 

presented which addressed the potential benefits and costs 

of premature decommissioning insurance. The insurance should cover 

two situations: where decommissioning takes place before the end of 

expected plant life and the accu~ulated decommissioning fund is, 

therefore, insufficient; or where a shortfall results because 

actual costs of decommissioning exceed estimated costs. 

There was very little discussion on the record of the 

potential cost of premature decommissioning insurance. Edison 
presented one estimate, that: 

"an annual premium of $250.000 should be 
ade~uate to provide the necessary 
assurance for up to $100 million in 
premature decommissioning costs. This 
estimate ••• is basea upon a review of 
existing brokers, and underwriting 
esti:ates provided by the insurance 
industry." (Exhibi~ 4, ? IV-3) 
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We no~e tha~ ~his ~ould amount to a premium of 0.25% per 

year. to cover a potentially very large exposure to risk. 

According to Edison's calculations, this insurance ~ould add 

roughly one-tenth to ~he cos~ 0: a sinking fund mechanism. 

PG&E, in Exhibit 3, specula~ed that the annual premium 

for premature decommissioning assurance would be roughly 1% of 

estimated decommissioning costs. This estimate was based on a 

reading of the NRC Decommissioning Report referred to above, and on 

"various insurance studies currently under"..Tay." (Exhibit 3, at 
I-16) .. 

We wish to clarify that premature decommissioning 

e insurance should not be confused with property insurance related to 

an accidene. Premature decommissioning insurance should provide 

funds for decommissioning at any time during reactor operation. 

The expected costs of decommissioning should not include the 

unexpected costs of an accident which are properly covered by 

property insurance .. 
. We encourage the responeents to pursue vigorously 

premature decommissioning insurance within their own industry and 

with the insurance carriers.. We note that the NRC is examining 

this alternative. Updated evaluations of the potential avail-

abiliey, benefits, and costs of premature decommissioning 

insurance should be presented in each biennial review. 
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4. In~ernally Managed Unfunded Reserve 

a.' De~recia~ion Reserve 

The s~raigh~-line remaining life methOd no~ in use is an 

example of an internally unfunded reserve. A.~ accoun~ is 

es~aolished on the u~ili~y's books to cover the estimated presen~ 

cos~s 0: decommissioning. Each year the ratepayers ~ake a payment 

to the account. First, the esti~a~e 0: decom~issioning cos~ is 
upda~ed. Second, the balance already in ~he account is suotractee, 

to arrive at the es~ima~e of funds which must still be paid into 

the accoun~. That outstanding balance is eivided by the nu~ber of 

estimated remaining years of plan~ operation, to arrive at the 

year's payment. 

At present, California utilities collect decommissioning 

funds on a full cost recovery basis, which requires roughly twice 

the annual pa~ent as would partial cost recove=y. ~o specific 

fund of money is set aside to pay for the cost of decom~issioning. 

Un~il ~he funds are needed, they are available for general 

corpora~e use by the u~ili~y. 
As compensa~ion ~o ~he ra~e?ayers. the utility rate base 

is reduced in each period by the amoun~ of the ac~ulated 

reserve, ~hus lowering the revenue re~uirements of the utili~. 

The ra~epayers therefore save ~he costs of capital associated with 

a ra~e base amount equivalent to the annual contribution, plus the 

accumulated con~ribution from prior years. When bills for 
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decommissioning come due, the utility ~ll raise the money through 
nor=al financing. 

An unfunded depreciation reserve method was recently 

adopted for Edison's accrual of funds for the ulti~te disposal 

cost of spent nuclear fuel. In D.82-12-055 (in A.61138, Edison's 

test year 1983 general rate case), the Com~ission ordered Edison to 

collect funds on a "net of tax" (partial cost) basis, using a 

straight-line remaining life methodology and the estimated present 

cost of dis?osal.~/ 

The straight-line remaining life ~ethod of decommission-

ing appears to be less expensive than other alte~atives. It is 

the method currently in effect and is preferred by staff "Witness 

Coughlan and the respondents. The prime feature which 

distinguishes this ~et~od from the alternatives revi~Ned is the 

benefit alleged from the inte=nal use 0: generated funds. 

Responeents and Cou~~lan clai~ that several factors ~e 

the straight-line remaining life methOd ~f financing future nuclear 

decommissioning costs particularly attractive. First, respondents 

claim that any required finanCing for decommiSSioning costs will 

not seriously affect the utility. The increase in rate base as the 

~/ Seven days after this Commission issued D.82-12-055, the 
Congress passed the Nuclear Was~e Policy Act of 1982, Public 
Law No. 97-425 CRR 3809), establishing a new federal scheme 
for disposal of hign level radioactive was~e and spent fuel. 
The Commission's newly-adopted financing mechanism "Will be 
revised to allow utilities to recover paycen~s made under waste 
disposal con~rac:s to be signed with the Depart~ent of Energy. 
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reserve (and its accompanying rate base offset) is drawn down ~ll 

increase cash flows whieh will offse~, a~ leas~ in par~, ~he 

expenses of decommissioning. The res~l~would be a negligible 

effect on interest coverage ratios. 

Second, the increased cash flow from the ratepayers' pay-

ments to the reserve improves internal cash,generation. This, in 

turn, supports the utility's bond rating and so ulti~ately lowers 

prospective issue costs. Any financing in decommissioning years 

would no~ crea~e a greater burden on the utili:y than ~he sum of 

the annual financings which will have been avoided by use of 

revenues paid into the reserve during the years of plant 

operations. 

Third, respondents argue that decommissioning costs would 

no~ place a significant burden on the utility's abili~ to obtain 

external funds since they represent such a s~all amount relative to 

total capital expenditures. For example, in 1981, Edison raised 

over $1 billion in the eKternal capital markets. AcceptiDg ~C 

projections that decommissioning of a iarge commercial reactor 
would COSt $50 ,million in today's dollars and further consideri~ 

that funds for decommissioning would be raised over a period of 

several years, the annual requir~ents would have a minute impact 

associated with the external financing. The result would be a 

negligible effect on interest coverage ratios. 
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The CEC, staff witnesses Knecht and Wood, and the Redwood 

Alliance question the degree of assurance provided by ~he straight-

line remaining life method. They emphasize ~ha~ ~he financial 

health of a utili~ facing decommissioning 30 or 40 years in the 

future cannot be guaranteed so that the assurance question cannot 

be disposed of si::ply by assuming that the utili~ will 'oe 

financially healthy or that decommissioning expenses will place an 

insignifican~ burden on a utility's ability to raise capital. 

They argue that external funds provide greater assurance since 

inves~ments can be diversified, rather than depending on the 

financial well-being of one company. The only jeopardy a well-

managed external fund would face is a complete collapse of ~he 

economy, a situation no funding mechanism could mitigate. 

Knecht also contends that the straight-line remaining 

life method, as presently structured, offends equitable sensitivi-

ties. The inequi~ arises from rate impacts during decomcissioning, 

which is expected to ~ake place over the decade after the plant is 

retired from service. During this ti::e the rate base deduction 

would be reduced annually, as decommissioning occurs. The full 

rate base deduction will not disappear until decom::issioning is 

complete. The result is that during the ten years of decommission-

ing, future ratepayers will benefit from the remaining rate base 

deduction through a lower revenue requir~ent. The effect is to 
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give future ratepayers the unearned benefit of the rate base 
deductions. 

b. Internal Sinking Fund 

An alternative internally-funded mechanism is ehe so-

called "internal sinking fund." This .I:lechanisI:l would not actually 

create a "fund" in the sense meant in the remainder of this 

decision. Rather~ accruals for decommissioning would be assigned 

to a special account on the utiliey's books. The internal sinking 

fund dif:ers from the straight-line remaining life ~echanism in the 

way the utility compensates ratepayers for its use of the 

decommissioning funds in the years prior to deeommissioning. 

As developed by PG&E in Exhibit 3, the internal sinking 

fund accrues its balance f~om ewo sources. First, the ratepayers 

pay an annual ~ount based on the projected costs of decommission-

ing (PG&E uses the estimated present cost of decommissioning). 

Second, the utility adds to the account an interest pa~ent, 

calculated at the utility'S overall rate of return. Because the 

utili~'s coneribution aecrues to the account, the rate? ayers , earn 

what amounts to compound interest; this contrasts ~th the "si~ple 

interest" provided by the depreciation rese:"V'e method. 

PG&E calculates that the internal sinking fund would cost 

roughly 75% as much as the straight-line remaining life deprecia-

tion reserve, and roughly 60~ as much as an external sinking fund. 
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A portion of the price advantage is gaineci because of the compound-

ing of the utility's rate-of-return based interest payments, 

compared with the simple interest provided by the ciepreciation 

reserve's rate base offsets. 

In PG&E's testimony, the price advantage of internal over 

external sinking funds also derives from the return assumeci for the 

ewo alternatives. The internal fund would earn at the utili~'s 

rate of return, assumed to be 15:. The external fund is assumed to 

earn a tax-free 10% return. In Exhibit 3A, PG&E estimated that the 

external fund would be less expensive than the internal fund if the 

former earned a 14.5% return. 

As developed by PG&E, the internal sinking fund contains 

many of the equity problems inherent in the depreciation rese=ve. 

First, the present cost based recovery would shift the bulk 0: 
nominal dollar payments to later years. 'Ihis skewing accotmts for 

much of the cost advantage PG&E ascribes to the internal sinking 

fund. 

Second, PG&£'s calculated met"hod depencis on significant 
utility intere~t paycents during the years of decommissioning. If 

the funci were taxable, there woula be a large negative revenue 

requirement in the decommissioning years. This benefits ra:e?ayers 

in the years following plant life. 
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These faults could be addressed by using ultimate cost 
based recovery, and by normalizing ~he tax treatment. However, 

much of the present cost price advantage would then be lost. 

S. PreE4>?ent 

"Prepayment" means 't'he setting aside of a ?rineipal sum 

when a power plant oegins operation, calculated so that the 
prinCipal plus accumulated interest should cover the eos~s of 
decommissioning at the end of the plane's nominal operating life. 

There are a variety of ~ethods by which the prepayment sum could be 

collected and accounted for. 

Prepayment ensures the highest level of funds available .. 
for decommissioning during the nominal operating life of a plant, 

and so would provide the greates~ assurance that adequate 

funds would be available in the event of premature decocmissioning. 

Most other alternatives entail annual eollection of relatively 

small sums, so that the fund balance initially would be small. 
Fund levels would be adequate only after the full ~ominal life of a 

plan~. However, use of a surety bond or premature deeommissioning 

insurance would solve this proble~, if these meehanisms become 
available. 

We analyzed two methods of ?repa~ent. Under the first 
option, the utili ty would 'fprepay" the estimated cost 0: decOt'lmis-

sioning into a segregated £~d. The utility or an outside trus~ee 
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would then manage the investment of the funds until the cash is 

actually needed. !he total costs paid by eus~o~ers ~ould include 

the costs of capital associated ~ith the lump sum prepayment, such 

as interest on debt or return on equity. 

~ecovery of the prepayment could occur in ewo ways. 

First, the utility could treat the amount plus cost of capital, 

as an operating expense in the year borro~ed. Ratepayers would 

meet this revenue requirement in the year of prepayment. Expensed 

prepayment therefore has one of the costliest present values of any 

of the alternatives we considered. All ratepayer expenditures are 

made in the first year of plant operation, and there is no time-

based "discounting" of these expenses. Edison. for instance, 

calculated that expensed prepayment could cost roughly four times 

as much (present value) as a sinking fund. The method also is 

least equitable in that initial prepar=ent is made by ratepayers 

who are receiving only a fraction of the benefit from the facility; 

ratepayers in future years would pay nothing. 

Alternatively, the utility could "capitalize" the 
prepayment sum. The investment plus a return would be recovered on 

a straight-line depreciation basis with return on the unamortized 

amount, just as if the fund were invested in utilicy plant. While 

this alternative is one of the more expensive under consideration. 
it would distribute decommissioning costs equitably among rate-

4t payers receiving benefits from the plant's use. 
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S~aff wi~ness Kne~~~ favored ~he capi~alized. prepaymen~ 
alternatives. Although the total nominal cos~ of the prepayment 

me~anism increases to the extent of =atepayer paymen~s of the 

utility's cost of capital, the present value cost falls under 

Knecht's assump~ions of high discoun~ ra~es. Kne~~~ estiQated that 

a capi~alized prepaymen~ mechanism would cos~ roughly 1.2 times as 

much as a ~axable sinking fund, and 2.4 ~imes as much as a ~ax

exempt sinking fund. He a=gued ~ha~ the greater assurance and 

eqUity outweighed ~he higher cos~s, and so recommended the 

capitalized prepayment mechanism. 

The second method of prepayment analyzed would have the 

ratepayers pay a one-~ime sur~~a=ge with a future val~ equal to 

the estimated eecommissioning cos~. The ini~ial amount would then 

come directly from rates, without requiring the utility ~o secure 

external financing. This alternative would produce the sa=e 

inequities as the expensed prepayment. 

Staff witness Knecht and the Redwood Alliance favor an 

external prepayment mechanism~ .!hey argue that ex~ra assurance is 

worth the cost, 

6. External Sinking Fund Reserve 

!he external sinking fund rese=ve al~ernative 

contemplates es~ablishment of a separa~e fund dedica~ed to use for 

decommissioning expenses. The fund would not initially be 

capitalized, but would accumulate a reserve over ~he life of the 
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nuclear unie. The series of annual contributions (annuity) by 

raeepayers ~ould be computed so that the s~ of principal plus 

accumula~ed earnings would equal the cost of deeommissioning at the 

end of the nominal life of the plant. !he annual contribution 
would change along with the esti~ated cost to decommission. As a 

result, payments from customers for a partieular nuclear faeility 

would be expected to vary. 

Unlike the internally-funded alternative, the external 

sinking fund balance would be invested in a segregated fund. These 

funds would not be made available for general c0r?0ra:e purposes, 

as is the case ~ith the depreciation reserve approaCh now in use. 

The utility thus would lose the opportunity to use decommiSSioning 

funds to offset normal finanCing requirements. Instead, ~he utility 

would have to use common stock and preferred scock, debt, or 

internally generated funds. These have a capital cosc of service 

to be recovered from the customer. 

Witnesses calculated a range of, costs for the sinking 

fund alternatives, varying with "assumpt"ions about discOmlt rate-5, 
earnings and tax-treatments. If the cost of the existing deprecia-

tion reserve mec..~anism is assigned the value "1 ~, then witnesses 

calculated the cost of an external sinking fund to be 0.22 
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(Knecht). 0.76 (PG&E, for a "modified" sinking fund), 1.64 (SDG&E). 
2.04 (Coughlan). and 2.91 (Edison. for a rtmodifieO. sinking fund).§.! 

IV. The Ado~ted Mechanism 

!he first phase of this proceeding has allowed the 

Commission to compare a wide range of alte=native ciec~lmissioning 

financing mechanisms. Our goal has been to select: the alternative 

which best meets the four criteria we anno~ced at the outset of 

OIl 86: assurance; cost; flexibili~; and equi~. we will 

therefore discuss first our considerations under these four 

criteria. 

A. The Four Criteria 

,. Assurance 

The Commission stated at the outset of OII 86 that 

assurance would be our most important criterion when selecting a 

decommissioning finance mechanism. However, this does not mean 

that we will single-mindedly select the alternative which provides 

the greatest assurance. the other three criteria will temper our 

selection. 
At the outset, we note that the assurance promised by the 

various alternatives can be sorted into three levels. One of the 

decisions faCing the Commission is a selection among these levels. 

§j Ratios calculated by Coughlan in Ex.."ibit 11. Table 3-A, except 
for Knecht ratio, calculated from Exhibit 18, Schedule 7. Note 
that Knecht bases the cost of the depreciation reserve on his 
proposed "ultimate cost basis" for calculating payments to the 
depreciation reserve. 
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The high~st level of assurance is provided if the to-tal 

nominal cost of decommissioning is available a~ all times during 

the plant's operating life, independent of any assumptions about 

the viability of the utility at the time of decommissioning. This 

level can be reached in two ways. First, prepayment of the entire 

projected costs into an external fund would create a balance 
" 

nominally sufficient to cover all costs. Second. fully functioning 
surety bond or premature decommissioning insurance mechanisms would 

remove concern for the utility's viability (although the viability 

of the insurer or bondsman ~hen would become a potential concern). 

A somewhat lower level of assurance is provided by 

externally funded sinking funds. operating without supplemental 

insurance or bonds. If invested in low risk securities r they 

provide a "safe" fund. balance. which grows over -:ime to reach the 

nominal cost of decommissioning. At the end of the plant's nominal 

operating life the funds are complete; in all earlier years, the 

u~ili ty and its :-atepayers would be ca.ll:ed upon to make up any 
insufficiency between the cost 'of prematu:-e decommissioning and the 

fund balance. The financial'sta';us of the utility therefore 

remains a factor during nominal plant operating life, which 

decreases in importance over time as the fund approaches the total 

cost of decommissioning. Different paymen~ schedules provide 

different levels of assurance during ~he years of ?lant operation. 

depending on how fast the fund grows. 
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The lowest level of assuranee is provided by the unfunded 

alternativesw These provide only an aceounting balance in· the 

years of plant operation. They rely completely on the ability and 

willingness of the utility to honor its accounting debt by 

providing funds, from internal or external sourees, at the cime a 

plant is decommissioned. 

In the unlikely event that a utility were bankrupt, it 

would be unlikely to provide deeommissioning funds. If the utility 

were solvent but in financial distress, it would have an incentive 

to delay decommissioning, or to seek special relief from the 

Commission. Because unfunded mechanis~s require no utili~ 

contribution at the time of decommissioning, they re~ove that 

incentive. 

As a starting point, we note that in recent years 

utilities' financial capabilities have been strained by large 

capital construction e£:orts experiencing costly delays and 

overruns. In California, much of this cor~t=uction-based stress 

derives from construction expenses of four of the nuclear power 
plants for which we are now designing decommissioning ~echanisms. 

Similar problems could accompany the utilities' ef:orts to replace 

these plants at the end of their operating lives. Under such 

Circumstances, even the relatively small burden of decommissioning 

old planes would be unwelcome. 
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The operating utilities' financial status could be even 

more strained if the nuclear plants ~ere to fail to operate for 

their full lives. Unexpected premature decommissioning, perhaps by 

NRC order, could remove roughly 5,000 ~we from California's 

generating capacity (including Rancho S~co and Palo Verde). This 

could trigger a costly scramble for replacement power. There would 

also likely be simultaneous pressure to recove the undepreciated 

value ot the defunct plants from rate base, which would fur:her 

constrict the utilities' cash flows. 

Even a planned premature decommissioning ~ould produce 

difficulties. This ou~come could occur if at some point the 

utilities decided that the plants had shorter remaining lives than 

is now estimated. This decision ~ould trigger an accelerated 

construction program~ as the utilities struggled to replace the 

nuclear plants plus meet any anticipated demand gro~h. Again, 

cash flows would be constrained. 

Because we can assign no probab.ility to the various 

futures outlined above, ~e cannot value precisely the additional 

assurance provided by fundee ~echanisms. However, the Cocmissio~ 

is willing to consider some premium over the cost of uniunded 

alternatives. 

2. Cost 

One of the Commission's goals is to find the most cost-

effective decommissioning mechanism. To do so ~th certainty, ~e 
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would have to be able to calculate accurately the cost of each 
mechanism. This would allow us to buy assurance at ~he lowest 
price. 

Unfortunately, no such certainty is possible. Cost 
comparisons presented in the first phase of this proceeding have 

varied considerably, based on a host of economic, financial, and 

tax assumptions. In particular, different assumptions about 
discount rates and the earnings rates of alternative internal and 
ex~ernal funds confound attempts to make si~ple comparisons. Some 

general conclusions are possible, however. 
a. Returns on Fund Balances 

A major source of eost differ~ces in the mechanisms 

posited by various witnesses were differing assumptions concerning 
rates of return. Compounded over the assumed lifetimes of the 

mechanisms, even small differences in earnings rates have major 

effects on the assumed present value cost of the alternatives. 

Most witnesses assumed that unfunded mee..~anisms would 

earn at the operating utili=1's overall rate of return. The . . 
current "c:epreciation reserve" meeh.anism provides annual rate base 

offsets, and so returns to ratepayers each year an amount based on 

the utility's rate of return. The "internal sinking fund ff would 

accrue compound interest from the utility at the same rate. 
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For ex~ernal funded ~echanisms, mos~ wi~nesses assumed 

ei~her that ~he fund would be invested in ~ax-exeQPt securities 

such as municipal bonds· or other securities offering low risks and 
re~urns. Wi~nesses therefore calcula~ed lower ne~ earnings t~an 

~hose for unfunded in~ernal mechanis~s. 

The Commission believes that differences in funding 

mechanism costs based on differences in assumed ra~es of reeurn on 

~he mechanisms are misleading if viewed in isola~ion. Ex:ernal 

funds, inves~ed in a diversified portfolio of low risk seeuri~ies, 

are ~ore cer~ain ~o ac~ually earn ~heir expec~ed re~urn. The 

higher nominal return on utility assets is based at least in part 

on investors' perceptions that there is grea~er uncer~ainty in the 

utility's ability to earn its authorized ra~e of return. 

To say ~hat higher returns on inte~al funds would make 

such funds "cheaper" to the ratepayers ~,Jould ignore ~he accompany-

ing cii:feren~ial in risks borne by ra~epayers. On a risk-adjusted 

baSis, the cos~s of the cwo funding al~erna~ives are similar. If 

this were not the ease, ~he "cheapes~" ·fund of all arguably would 

be one which was turned over to venture capi~alists for speculation 

in high return investments. 

However, ~he Commission's concern in OIl 86 has been ~o 

secure ~he leas~ cos~ assured re~urn. We find it more appropria~e 

that ratepayer contributions ~o a nuclear decommissioni~ fund 
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involve lower risk of earnings shor~falls, even at ~he eost of 

somewha~ lower expec~ed rates of re~urn. 

A diversified por~folio also avoids any risks unique to 

~he u~ili~y, including ~hose associated wi~h investmen~ in and 

opera~ion of the nuclear plants. !he in~ernal fund, simply put, 

involve& the inves~ment of ratepayer funds in a Single company, the 

utilitY. Generally, investment in a diversified portfolio involves 

lower costs and risks than investment in a single coopany. 

Grea~er assurance can be ob~ained withou~ significant added cost 

merely by u~ilizing the diversified investmen~ strategy of the 

ext ernal fund. 

Finally, the external fund is likely to se~~re favorable 

tax trea~ment. As noted below, we believe ~hat it will be possible 

to create an external funding mechanism for which both the accrual 

of principal (froo ratepayer payments) and ~he earnings on fund 

balanee will ~e tax exempt. This will allow such a f~d to ea~ at 

rates considerably above ~hose on taxable funding mechanisms, even 

With a conservative inves~en~ policy. 
b. Effec~ of Payment Schedules: Ultimate Versus ?resen~ COSt-

~ased Collee~ions 

Wi~nesses presen~ed a varie~ of paymen~ schedules by 

which funds would be collec~ed for ~he alterna~ive decommissioning 

schedules. These produced a range of assumed presen~ value costs. 
As a general prinCiple, of course, ~he present value of a pa~ent 

falls if i~ is pos~poned further into ~he fu~ure. 
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The present value cost of prepa~ent options generally is 

highest, because more money must be set aside for decommissioning 

in the first year. Capitalization Qr amor~ization of the 

prepayment sum reduces this impact somewhat. 

The internal and external sinking funds were generally 

premised on one of two means for calculating payment schedules. 

"Ultimate cost" based recovery estimates the actual ultimate cost of 
decommissioning, and calculates ann~l payments of equal nomi~al 

amount. "Present cost" based recovery, in contrast p 'bases each year's 

collection on the cost to decocmission the plant in that year; 

payments rise over time as the estimated cost of decommissioning 
rises. 

Ultimate cost based recove=r therefore has a higher present 

value cost than does present cost based recovery. Early year payments 

are higher for the fo=mer, and the higher later year payments of the 

latter are heavily discounted. 

Expensing could be cheaper still. However, as noted 

elsewhere, we reject this alternative is inequitable. 
3. Flexibilitz 

All mechanisms can 'be manipulated so as to allow for 

revisions in annual payments. We will provide below for review and 

revision in the biennial general rate cases. Ihis meets our 
flexibility criterion. 
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Prepayment is less flexible than other alternatives, 
however, because it involves the greatest initial commitment of funds. 

PrOjected decommissioning costs could fall, or even merely escalate 
more slowly than initially prOjected, relative to fu.~d earnings. In 

that event, the decommissioning fund would become "overcollected". 
4. Eouity 

Our equity goal is to charge ratepayers at any given time in 

relation to the net benefits they are then receiving. As a first 

estimate~ this involves a comparison of the direct costs and benefits 
of nuclear electricity. 

The costs of nuclear electricity also include an insurance 

premium, whether paid to an insurer or not, to recognize the risk of 
premature decommissioning. Because no commercial insurance is yet 

available, it is difficult to calculate an appropriate internal 

premium. The ratepayers must, in effect, sel:-insure. 

As described above, only the expensing alternative defies 

structuring of an equitable me~~anism. This alternative would impose 

all the costs of decommiSSioning on ratepayers in the years of 

decommissioning; ratepayers during the operating life of the plant 

would pay nOthing. We reject the expensing alternative on this basis. 

B. the Adopted Mechanism 

We will adopt an external sinking fund mechanism, ·~th 
annual ratepayer paymen:s based on the esti~ated ultima:e cosc of 

decommission. We will assume a tax exempt f~d. 
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This choice is based on a balancing of the criteria 

discussed above. Our concern for assurance leads us to prefer funded 

alternatives, which provide Doth grea~er independence from the 

financial status of the utility, and the greater automatic avail-

ability of funds in the event of premature decommissioning. 

Based on our judgment that tax exempt sta~s will be 

obtained for the external fund, we estimate that the additional cost 

ot an external fund, compared wi~ the ·so-called "internal Sinking 

fund", will be small. The slightly lower earnings to be ex?ected from 

investment of the external fund in a por~folio are acceptable 

representations of their greater security, compared with inves~ent 

only in the utility itself. 

In calculating the size of the annual ratepayer 

contribution to decommissioning, the u~ilities should use the 

ultimate cost of performing decommisSioning, not the present cost. 

Ihis ultimate cost basis will serve to levelize the nominal annuity 

which the ratepayers will pay; inflation ~ver the next three 

decades should ~ean that the real cost ~o ratepayers of the annual 
payment will decline over time. 

The ultimate cost basis will provide higher fund levels in 

the early years of plant operation, during a ?eriod ~en the risks and 

uncertainties associateo with operation and decommissioning are 
grea.test. In the a.bsence 0: surety bonds or premature decommiss10n-
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ing insurance, these higher reserve levels will provioe more assurance 

in the event of premature ?lan~ decommissioning. 

We will require the utilities to aaopt external manageoent 

of their decommissioning reserves~ using independent :h1rd-par~ 

t::ustees. External management ~ll provide S01:e"'What greater assurance 

that the fortunes of the utility and the reserve are independent. 

Professional portfolio ~anagers should also be able to achieve 
somewhat higher earnings from investment of the reserve funds. 

Finally. based on the tentative IRS guidelines discussed above, use of 

an independent trustee increases the likelihood that decommiSSioning 

reserves will be treated as tax-exempt or nonrecognized as taxable 

income. 

Respondents and staff will be directed to develop 

appropriate limitations on the investments available to the f~d 

manager. At a minimum, concern for diversification of risk 

dictates that decommiSSioning funds no: be invested in the 

operating utility, since any problems wi~~ the nuclear plant would 

directly affect the value of such investments. For similar 

reasons. parties also should propose li::litatioO$ on the total 

percentage of the funds which can be invested in all energy 

utilities. we will eval~te these limitations during the next 
phase of OII 86. 
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Our adoption of an externally funded and managed reserve 

for the costs of decommissioning will have an im?ae~ upon ~he 

respondent utilities' revenue requirecent. PG&E will be orderee to 

file within 60 days of the effective date of this decision, a proposed 

decommissioning financing mechanism for its Hu:boldt Bay Nuclear Plant 

consistent with this de~ision. This proposal shall include a proposed 

metb.od for establishing the adopteQ funding mechanism and for 

accounting for decoccissioning, as well as all necessary 

infor=ation supporting a request for the additional revenue 

require~ent consistent with today's decision. A decommissioning 

financing mechanism for Humboldt will be adopteQ in OIl 86; the 

adjustment to rates to finance the reserve will be made in PG&E's 

pending general rate case, A.82-12-48. 

PG&E will be ordered to file a similar proposal for its 

Diablo Canyon ~uclear Generating Station in A.589ii, the proceeding 

conSidering its application to add Diablo Canyon to rate base. The 

reserve and its rate erea~ent will be established in A.58911. 

Edison and SDG&E will ·be ordered to file within 60 days 
of the effective date of this order their proposed accountir~ 

=ethod, funding me~~anism, and requests for revenue requirement 

consistent with today's decision, ~o convert their present de?re-

ciation reserve treatment of SONGS 1 decommissioning expenses to an 

externally funded and managed mechanis~. Funding meehani~s will 

be adop~ed after further hearing in OIr 86; the adjustment to races 
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to finance the reserves will be made in Edison's 1984 attrition 
adjustment, and in SDG&E's pending general rate case. 

Edison and SDG&E ~ll be directed to propose similar 

mechanisms in their pending SONGS 2 rate base offset proceedings 

(A.82·0~-40 and A.82-03-63, respectively). At the time of their 

rate base applications for SONGS 3, they should enclose consistent 
proposals. Edison and SDG&E should also use their best efforts to 

involve co-owners Ci~ of Anaheim and Ci~ 0: Riverside in their 

mechanism; at present, the Commission has no authori~ to impose 

such requirements on the cities. 

We intend that reserves be created to cover the full cost 

of decommissioning the SONGS units. As the operating utility, 

Edison will be responsible for assuring this coverage if the cities 

do not assume their share of the costs. If Edison or SDG&E sell 

any or all of their existing ownership interests in any SO~GS 

units, they will be responsible for assuring that the pur~~asers 

participate fully in the unit's decommissioning financing 
mechanism. 

Finally, to the extent that they are relevant and 

consistent with this deCision, we adopt PG&E's recommendations 

regarding use of standard nomenclature in addressing costs 

associated with decommissioning nuclear power plants owned and/or 

operated by California's public utilities. 
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Finaings of Fact 

,. Cu~rently, funds for decommissioning nuclear power plants 

owned and operated by regulated California public utilities are 
accumulated on the utilities' books through the straight-line 
remaining life method. 

2. Financing alternatives for funding the COSts of 

decommissioning include prepayment, sinking fund. straight-line 

remaining life,. sureey bond, and premature decommissioning 

insurance. 

3. No national policy exists designating the appropriate 

method and manner tor decommiSSioning nuclear power plants. 

4. The NRC staff favors decommissioning by dis~ntlement and 

removal; our analysis of the adequacy of alte~atives for financing 

decommiSSioning costs assumes complete removal during the 10-year 
~ 

~ 

period following shutdown of a nuclear power plant. 

S. !he most important criterion for judging the adequacy of 

a financing mechanism is the assurance which the method provides 

that the funds collected will be available and suffiCient :0 cover 
the costs of decommissioning. 

6. Because there are inherent ~ce~tainties in estimating 

future decommissioning eosts, adaptabili~ of a finaneing meChanism 

to technical, regulatory and economic changes is critical. 

7. The decommissioning financing mechanisc should be 

designed to ensure equitable trea~ent of ratepayers over time, 
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considering the benefits, costs, and uncertainties of nuclear power 
plant operation. 

8. The increase in a customer's total ~onthly bill 

occasioned by adoption of the most expensive decommissioning 
financing alternative would be minimal. 

9. The "expensing" option is not a reasonable alternative 

because of its extrece inequi:y. 

10. Premature decommissioning insurance or a surety bond, 

if available, wo~ld provide additional assurance that funds would 

be available to cover decommissioning costs. 

1'. Unfunded financing methods, su~~ as existing unfunded 

straight-line recaining life methods, provide less ass~ance that 

funds will be available for decommissioning. 

12. Adequate assurance of fund availability is best provided 

by a funded reserve, segregated from other ~tility funds and 

dedicated speci:ically and solely to payment of ~clear 
decommissioning costs. 

13. All three 0: the funded methOds - external ?repa~ent, 
external sinking fund, and internally managed, externally :unded 

reserve - provide adequate levels of fund assurance, and also meet 

our criteria of flexibili~! and equity. 

14. The equity to ratepayers over ti::le of the costs of the 

decommissioning mechanism will be improved if funds collected for 
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decommissioning are ~ax-exempc or non-recognized as ~axable 
income. 

15. Info=mal IRS guidelines indicace chac decommissioning 
financing mechanisms may receive ~ax-ex~pc or non-recognized :ax 

treatment if (1) funds collected from rate?ayers for decommission-

ing are segregated immediately from the utility's assets and 

deposited in a blind trust, (2) the trust funds are not invested in 
assets of the operating utility, (3) th~ trus~ is administered by 

parties not normally involved in the operations of the operating 

utility, and (4) provision is made that any eventual surplus would 

be refunded to che ratepayers, not to the utility. 

16. Because no utility has yet received a favorable ruling 
from the IRS on a proposed decommissioning finanCing mechanism, it 

is unclear whether utilities can design a mechanism ~ich would 

receive tax·exe~p~ or non-recognizee treat=ent from the IRS, under 
current law. 

17. A state-operated decommissioning fund might be treated as 

tax-exempt. 
18. It is reasonable to design decommissioning funds and co 

begin collections under the assumption tha~ the reserve will be 

designated as tax-exempt or nonrecognized as taxable income; the 

adop~ed mechanism contains adequa~e ilexibility to Convert to full 
cost recovery based collection if the reserves are found to be 

taxable. 
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19. If revenues associa~ed ~~h decommissioning financing 

mechanisms are treated c:.s ~axable income, then "full cos~ recovery" 

is the most reasonable basis for accounting for such treaement. 

20. External trustee management of decommissioning funds will 

prOvide reasonable assurance that funds ~ll be invested ~o earn 

safe, reasonable returns. 

21. It is reasonable to calculate annual payments ~o the 

external sinking fund based on the projected ultimate cost of 

decommissioning, rather than on the estimated present cost. 

22. It is reasonable to prohibit investment of 

decommissioning funds in assets of the operating utility, and to 

establish other reasonable limitations on invest~enes by the fund. 

as means of diversifying risk. 

23. It is reasonable to require PG&E to establish a 

decommissioning finance mechanism for the Humboldt ~ay Nuclear 

Plant; it is a?propria~e to design ~he me~~anism in 011 86, and to 

establish the accompanying rate adjustmen,t in PG&E's pendi'!lg 

general rate proceeding. 
24. It is reasonable to require PG&E to propose a 

decommissioning finance mechanism for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear 

Generating S~ation consistent with this decision, in its pending 

rate base offse~ proceeding. 

25. It is reasonable to require Edison and SDG&E to convert 

their unfunded straight-line remaining life treatments of 
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decommissioning coses for San Onofre Nuelear Generating Station 

No.1 (SONGS 1) to externally funded mechanisms, and to propose 

such treatments for SONGS 2 and 3, consistent with this decision. 

It is reasonable to adopt the mechanisms in a further order in 

OIl 86, and to make the necessary rate adjus~ents in SDG&E's 

pending rate case, and in Edison's 1984 attrition adjustmene. 
26. It is reasonable to involve the cities of A.~heim and 

Riverside, which are part owners of SONGS 2 and 3, in the develop-

ment and administration of decommissioning financing mechanisms for 

those power plants. Although this Commission has no existing 

authority to order such. par-cicipation, ie is reasonable -co direce 

responden-cs Edison and SDG&E to use their best efforts to secure 

such participation. 

ConclUSions of Law 

,. The Commission should adopt a method for financing 

decommisSioning costs which provides adequa-ce assurance that 

sufficien-c funds will be available for decommisSioning at the time 

they are needed. 

2. The Commission should adop-c a method for financing 

decommissioning cos-cs which can readily be adapted -co subsequen-c 

technical, regulatory, and economic changes. 

3. !he Commission should adop-c a method for financing 

decommissioning costs which equi-cably distributes the costs of 
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nuclear power genera~ion among ra~epayers benefi~ing from such 
power. 

4. The Commission should adop~ a me~hod for financing 
decommissioning cos~s whi~~ bes~ mee~s ~he cri~eria of assurance, 

flexibili ty, and equi ~y a~ ~he lowes~ possible cost. 

5. The Commission should adop~ an externally funded and 

managed reserve as the bes~ mechanism for respondents ~o finance 
decommissioning cos~s. 

6. The Commission should adop~ a mechanism which assumes 

tha~ contribu~ions ~o decommissioning reserves will be ~~-ex~?t 

for federal and s~ate tax purposes, in ~he absence of definitive 
rulings ~o the contrary. 

7. Annual paymen~s to ~he reserve should be calcula~ed based 
on the projected ul~imate costs of decommissioning, rather than 

based on the estima~ed present COSt. 

S. Edison and SDG&E should be required to convert their 

existing straight-line remaining life tre,atment of decommissioning 

cos~s for SONGS 1 to externally.funded and managed trea~men~, 
consistent with this decision. 

9. Edison and SDG&E should be directed to use all reascnable 

effor~s to include in ~he mechanisms all agencies ~~th any 

ownership interests in any SONGS unit; Edison, as the opera~ing 

10. PG&E and the Commission s~af: should be required to 

design a decommissioning finance mechanism for the Humb¢ldt 3ay 
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~uclear Plan~, in ~he next phase of OIl 8&; ~he accompanying rate 

adjus~men~ should be made in PG&E's pendi~ general rate ease. 

1'. PG&E should be r~uired to propose a financing mechanism 

consisten~ with this decision in its pending =a~e base offset 

proceeding for its Diablo Canyon Nuclear Generating Station. 

IN1'ERIM ORDER 

II IS ORDERED that: 

,. Respondents Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), 

Southern California Edison Company (Edison), and San Diego Gas & 

Electric Company (SDG&E) shall, as soon as prac~icable, develop 

procedures to fund decommissioning costs for nuclear generating 

units by use of eKternally funded and managed rese=ves. 

2. Edison, joined by SDG&E, shall file within 60 days of 

the effective date of this order a proposed :aethod for establic;h.ing 

an externally funded and managed reserve and a proposed method- 0: 
accounting for decommissioning costs of San Onofre Nuclear 

Generating Station (SONGS) Unit No. 1 consistent with this 

decision. Edison and SDG&E shall develop information which would 

support requests for additional revenue requirement consisten~ with 

tax-exempt treatment of ~he finanCing mechanisms; Edison and SDG&E 

shall include analyses of the likelihood of securing ~ax-exemp~ 

trea~men~s. Further hearing shall be held in 011 86, addressing 

~he design and adoption of approved financing me~anisms. Edison 

and the Commission staff shall address the revenue impacts of ~he 
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adop~ed mechanism in evalua~ion of Edison's 1984 a~~ri~ion adjU$~
men~. SDG&E and ~he Commission s~aff shall address the revenue 

impacts ot ~he adop~ed mechanism in SDG&E's pending general ra~e 
case. 

3. Edison and SDG&E shall file proposed financing mecnanisms 

for SONGS 2, consistent with this decision p for filing in Edison's 
and SDG&E's pending rate base offsee applications. Similar 
provisions shall be made for SONGS 3, if and when Edison and~SDG&E 

apply ~o include that unitts cost in their rate bases. 
4. Edison and SDG&E shall use their best efforts to secure 

the coopera~ion and participating of the eo-owner cities of Anaheim 

and Riverside in proposed mechanisms for SONGS 2 and 3. The 
Executive Director shall .serve copies of this decision on the City 
of Anaheim and the City of Riverside. 

S. PG&E shall file, in the rate base offse~ proceeding for 

Diablo Canyon Nuclear Generating Station, a proposed method for 

establishing an externally funeed reserve and a proposed method of 

accounting for decommissioning consistent 'Nith tax-exempt treatment 
of the financing mechanism; PG&E shall include its analysis of the 

likelihood of securing tax-exempt treatment. 

6. PG&E shall file within 60 days of the effective da~e of 

this order a proposed me~hod for establishing an exte~ally funded 

and managed reserve and a proposed method of aeeounting for 

decommissioning costs of the Humboldt Bay Nuelear Plant eonsisten~ 
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Wi tho this. decision. PG&E shall develop infonlation which would 

support a request for additional revenue requirement consistent 

with tax-exempt treatment of the finanCing me~~anism; PG&E shall 

include analysis of the likelihood of securing ~ax-exempt treat-

ment. Further hearing shall be held in OII 86, addressing the 

design. and adoption of an approved financing mechanism. PG&E and 

the Commission staf: shall address the revenue impacts of the 

adopted mechanism in PG&E's pending general rate case. 

7. Further heari~gs shall be held in aIr 86, to address ~he 

filings ordered above an4 to design decommiSSioning finance 

meehanis~s consistent with. th.is decision. A ?rehearing conference 

shall be held in the Commission's Courtroom, State Building, San 

Francisco, beginning at 10 a.m., Thursday, August 4,1983 before 

Administrative Law Judge Alderson. At ~hat time, the AlJ shall 

schedule days for hearings, and shall dete~ine common issues 

presented by the filings, which can be heard together. 

8. Respondents shall file an original plus t"Welve copies 0: 
each. filing ordered. in this decision wi"th ~he Commission's Docket 

Office, and shall serve copies on all parties in OIl 86. 
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9. To the extent they are relevant and consistent with 

this decision, ?G&E's recommendations regarding standard nomencla-

ture concerning decommissioning nuclear power plants are adopted. 

This order becomes effective 30 days from toeay. 
Dated APR 61983 ________________ ~ at San Francisco~ California • 

• 

! Ci?!7.r{ 7.~~T T~~S DZC:S!~ 
1·:t.::; t;.::"::''':/CP17:J) :1~"~ ".:.~.~ . .s p_Eor/z 
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I~!El<I!'l OPI~no~ 

I. Summary of Decision 
« 

Today's decision completes the first phase of the 

Commission's investigation into methods of financing the COSts 0: 
decommissioning nuclear generating facilities. This investigation 

began with Order Instituting Investigation (011) '86. issued 

January 21. '9~1. 011 86 named as respondents the regulated 
./ . Caliiornia electric utilities which operate or are con~eruct~ng 

nuclear tacilities: Paci:ic Gas and Electric compa~Y~G&E), 
Southern Caliiornia Edison Co~pany (~ciison). 

Electric Company (SD~&E). 

Diego Gas & 

!oeay's decision outlines a new 

utilities will collect and account tor 

of nuclear decommissioning. 

by which the 

forecast eventual costs 

the various alternatives 
for financing recovery 0: decommissi .ing costs, the Commission 
weighed four criteria: I 

I 
I , 

(1) Assurance - The assurance which the method 
provides that funds' collected will be 
available at the oime and in the a=ount 
required. ' 

(2) Cost - The cost that the method imposes on 
ratepayers. 

(3) Flexibility - The method's ability 'Co 
adjust to changes in the costs, technical 
requirements. and timing of decommission-
in§. inflation and cOSt escalation, 
in~erim use of accumulated funes, and 
changes in tax laws. 
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., . 

(4) Equity - The ~cthod's equitable treatment 0: rate?ayers. Any funding method should 
collect funds only from those who benefit 
from the reactor, strive to levelize 
rate?ayer contribution during the years of 
plant operation, and stop collection at 
the end of the plant's operating life. 

"Assurance" is the single most important criterion for 

evaluating alternative financing mechanisms. We must achieve G 

./ high level of assurance that decommissioning can be accomp~ed 

prom?tly and e:iiciently, so as to ~inimize any P7tent' ~iSk :0 
public health and safety. 

"Cost" is the second most i:lpor:an: c1titerion. l.Je 

compared the funded ~echanisms to dete~ine W~Ch would provide 

an acceptable level of assurance at the 10~t cost to rate?ayers. 
~ased on evidence on the record, Sinking~Und mechanisms which 

require annual payments would be less ~penSive than prc?ayment. 
I 

"Equity" proved to be a reJ..atively easy criterion to 

satis:y. because it is relatively eaCy to structure payment 
I 

h d 1 · h' h t . . 1 . 0 1 sc e u es In ways W.1C treat ratepayers equlta~ y over tlme. n y 

expensing cannot meet this requir~ent, because it requires 
j 

assignment of all decommissioning~osts to ratepayers in years 

after a nuclear power plant has ceased to generate benefits. 

"Flexibility" was also a relatively easy criterion to 

meet. Prepayment options proved to be the least flexible. because 
they would set aside the largest initial :utlC balance .. 
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In the Commission's view, the mechanism which best 
satisfies the tour criteria is an externally funded sinking fund. 

Under this mechanism, annual paycents will be deposited into a fund 
which is segregated from other utility assets. Annual 

contributions will be set so that the principal plus accumulated 

earnings should cover the cost of decommissioning at the time 

decommissioning is expected to occur. 

!oday's decision requires external management 0: each 

decommissioning fund by a third-party trustee. Professional :und 

managers should be able to secure the highest earnings from invest-

ment of decommissioning funds for a given level of risk. 
/ ?G&E, ~dison, and SDG&E are directed to/implement 

procedures to tund decommissioning costs by u e of an externally 
funded reserve as soon as practicable. are ordered to file 
proposed accounting and procedural deta' s within 60 days of the 

effective date of this decision, alon with supporting inio~a:ion. 

011 86 remains open. hep.ring conference will be 
held hay 2, 19&3 to 
II. IntrOduction 

A. Procedural history 

and schedule further hearings. 

On January 21. 1981 the Commission issued 011 80 to 

consider current and alternative methods for financing nuclear 

decommissioning costs to be incurred by California regulated public 
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utilities. The Commission institut~ 011 86 in order to ensure 

that adequate funas will be available for decoooissioning nuclear 
generating facilities, and to ensure that the costs of 

decommissioning will be distributed equitably over ti~e among the 

Customers who benefit from operation of the nuclear power ?lants. 

The Commission defined four criteria by which altern~ve financing 

mechanisms were to be evaluated: assurance, :ZleXib' ity; equity; 
and cost. 

Currently. the estimated costs of comoissioning are 

collected over the life of the facility r negative salvage 

component 0:. depreciation.1/ The aCC~~lated reserve allows the 

co::panies to use the revenues durin~lan: operation. thereby 
reducing th~ need tor additional e~ernal financing. rhe 

accumulated reserve is SUbtraCte!:ro:: rate base. reciucing revenue 

requirements over the lite 0: This method accu::ulates a 
"depreCiation reserve" on the -.:.ti1i:y·s books, 'Qut it does no: 

actually require the utilit~ to set money aside. This oethod 
assumes that 

c01:lpany tunos 
aecommission' g costs can be paid 

at the tiQ~ 0: decommissioning. 

/ 
:ro::1 internal 

1/ See Section III-D.4) below, for a :lore detailed discussion. 
This accounting treatment was acio?ted for the San Onofre 
Nuclear ~enerating Station (SO~GS) Unit ~o. 1 in Edison's tes: 
year 1979 rate case Decision (D.)89711. dated Dec. 12, 1978. 
in Application (A.)57b02, and in SD~&E's test year 1979 ra:e 
ease D.90405~ dated June 5. 1979, in A.58067, et al. Sioilar 
treatment is in place for PG&E's hu~boldt Bay Nuclear Station. 
but accrual has been in abeyance since 1980. 
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In 011 80. ~he ~o~~ission concluded ~ha~ ~here is a need 
~o consider finsncing al'Cerna~ives 'Co the current "depreciation 

reserve" method. The OIl ordered consideration of at least the 
following alternatives: 

( 1 ) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

~repa~ent - cash or oth~r lio.uid assets 
set aside or deposited in an investment 
sccount prior to reactor start-up 
covering either total esti~atec 
d~commissioning ex?ense, or invested 
such that principal plus accumulated 
interest cover estimated COSt at the 
estimateo time 0: decommissioning. 

// 

Sinking Fund - fund reserve accu~~lated 
over the estima'Ced lite 0: the~lant 
through annual set aside such/that fund 
plus accumulated interest c~er 
estimated cost at estimateOltime 0: 
decommissioning_ ~ 

Depreciation Reserve - eserve 
accumulated over the e tieated' life 0: 
the plant on company ccounting records 
al~hou&h no spec~:i~ :~nds are set 
aSlce :or decom=~ss on~ng. 

Surety ~ond - Don~purChased :rom 
surety company to guarantee that monies 
equivalent to fac value 0: bond and 
esti~ated decomm'ssioning cost will be 
paid in event t~ utility, financing 
through some ot~er method, defaults. 
P

I, , , ,. rCQature Deco~~ss10n1ng .nsurance -
insurance or bond to cover decreaSing 
difference be~een funds accumulated by 
some other funding methOd and the 
estimated costs 0: decommissioning at 
any point in time. 
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P~&E. Edison~ and SDG£E were made responden~s ~o 011 86 

and were direc~ed ~o submit wri~ten evalua~ions ot current and 

alterna~ive me~hods for financing n~clear decommissioning cos~s 

to ~he Commission by May 21, 1981. The California Energy 

Commission (C~C) was invited ~o par~icipate in the proceeding and 

encouraged to prepare a similar evalua~ion. 

A prehearing conference was held on ~~=ch 13, 19~1. 

uuring the conference, par~ies interes~ed in the proceeding were 

identified and the issues were further refined. The pre~~ng 
administrative law judge (ALJ) iss~ed a ruling ciated~il 14, 1981, 

!urth~r clariiying the issues to be addressed in ~ p~oCeeding. 
In addition to those specifically delineated i~II 86, the 

:ollowing issues were inclUded: L 
(1) The estima~ed range within ich 

decommissioning costs Ofl:merCial 
reactors can reasonably be expecteo to 
vary; 

(2) The estimated range wit: n which 
reactors can reasonabrY be expected ~o 
remain commercially ~s ful; 

( ~) ~'h . h d ~~. p ~ ~ e expenslng met 0 •• lnanclng; 
I 

(4) The salvage value of !fuel existing at 
the time of decommissioning; 

I 
I 
J (5) The uncertainty of cost estimates and 

the impac~ upon funding mechanisms; 
I 

(6) The potential for abandonmen~ of 
facility by an insolvent or solven~ 
utility; and 

(7) The decommissioning experience to date. 
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In addition to requiring the utilities to report the cost 
to ratepayers of the various methods to finance deco~missioning. 

the ALJ's ruling directed the respondents to analyze the 

sensitivity of the financing methods to the following factors: 

discount rates; cost inflation; earnings rate of fund or 

depreciation account; possible tax deferral of principal anc/or 

interest; and shortened plant lifetime or drastic increase in 
/ 

decom~issioning costs related to premature shutdown. ~ 

Twelve days of hearings were held between ~ober 26. 
'~S1 and September $, 198Z. The matter was SUb:ni~d, pending 

I 
receipt of concurrent briefs on October 22, '9~~ briefs were 

filed by PG&E, Edison, SDG&E, CEC, the cali:~~ia Association of 

Utility Shareholaers; and the Commission s~~:. ~oughly ~O letters 
of concern were received from ra-epaye~s lur-ng this phase of the 
proceeding. 

1). Positions of Parties 

. /00. 
A wide range of pOSitions were taken on the issues by 

parties to this phase of ell 86. main reason for this broad 
range is the great uncertainty en: "led in planning :or the 

eventual decommissioning of co~me~ial nuclear electric power 

plants. Individual positions, and the decisions reached today in 

this opinion, are based on reasoned judgments made in light of 

these uncertainties. 
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. . . 
1. Commission S~aff 

Three witnesses appeared on behali of the Commission 

staff: Kevin Coughlan, of the Engineering Analysis Group of the 

Commission's ~evenue Requirements Division; Ronal~ Knecht, 0: the 
Special Economics Projects Section of the Revenue ~equirements 

Division; and Robert :). ~ood, of the Of:ice of State Programs 0: 
the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (~~C). 

a. witness Coughlan ~ 
Coughlan argued that the current de?reCia~ reserve 

method should be maintained, but that the tax tr~ent should be 

changed to normalized (or "partial cost recove y", as described 

elsewhere in this decision), rather than fl -through (or ufull 

cost recovery") accounting. He :ound tha£ll the proposed 

decommissioning methods provided adequa~ assurance of :cnd 
I 

availability, because the low absolute/costs of decommissioning 
j 

make the ex?enses easily manageable.jAtter rejecting the expensing 

" method (See Section III-D .. 1. below)/as inequi:acle, Coughlan argued , 
" 

that the depreciation reserve is the least expensive of the 

remaining alternatives. 
b. Witness ~~echt 

Knecht analyzed the financing alternatives by establish-

ing an ordinal ranking under each of the four criteria, ~hen 

merging these rankings on an equally weighted basis to prepare a 
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final list of preferences. Using this methodology, Knecht found 

three alternatives to be acceptable, and ranked them: (1) external 

prepayment fund; (2) external sinking fund; and (3) internal pre-
payment fund. 

Knecht argued that the utilities sho~ld base their cost 

calculations on estimates of the ultimate cOSt of decommissioning. 

rather than on the estimated present cost of decommissioning. !he 
decommissioning reserve mechanism now 

calculates each contribution based on the latest est" ate of 

presen" costs (see Section III-D.4, below for a~ detaileo 

description). for mechanisms which involve a~al payments to a 

reserve, Knecht's approach would lead to la~er payments in early 

years and s:::laller pay:lents in later years / K:'lecnt argued that his 
approach would be more equitable. 

Knecht also argued that no nfunded alternative would 

proviae adequate assurance of fund ~vailability, because of the 
,/ 

\;;~":ertain financial future of the/electriC utility industry. He 
" ~ 

believed that any of the altern~tive mechanisms could be designed 
I 

f to provide equitable treatment/of ratepayers over time. Knecht saw 
I 

cost as a relatively minor iS,sue, because all the absolute cost , 
differences would be relati~ly small in comparison both to the 

I 
costs of per±orming decommissioning and ratepayers' overall bills. 
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c. ~itness wood 

Although Wood is an NRC employee, he testified in this 
proc~eding on behalf of the Com~ission staff. Mis testimony 

summarizes the fundings of an NRC study, which he has reported in 

Assuring the Availabilitv ot r'unds for Deco::lmissioning Nuclear 

Facilities (Draft Report. October 1980, ~U~tG-0584 Rev. 2). 

(Referred eo below as ehe l<i(C Deco::issioning l<e?Ort) /. 

Wood testitied that the l~l{C staff finds assurance to oe 
/ the overriaing criterion, for a variety of reasons~he I\RC, and 

state ratemaking cO::lmissions, are responsiole fo~rotecting the 

public health and sa:ety. The long planning r£izon a:'ld "uncertain 

future of the electric utility dictate ca\!t,£n. Finally. the L';RC 
I staff believes that provisions must be made for the possibility 0: 

! premature deco::lmissioning. J' 
Emphasizing assurance, wooo/recommended that either a 

;' 
prepayme:'lt method or a sinking fund;l~ethod plus pre::lature 

~) 

decommissioning insurance or surety bonG be adopted. He believed 
t 

that insurance wo\!lo prove less )~x?ensive. if it were to become 
I available. This beliet was b~sed primarily on the likely tax 

I 

treatment; insurance would bd a eeductible expense, while accruals 
I 

I to a decomtlissioning tunc might be treated as taxable income. 
I 
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2. Respondent Utilities 

The utilities' positions were s~bstantially the same. 

Edison, PG&E~ and SDG&E all argued that the existing unfunded 

depreciation reserve ~echanis~ should be continued. They found 

benefits to utilities ana ratepayers trom ~~restrieted interim use 

of funds collected for decommissioning. They argued that use of 

these funds reouces the need for costly ~ternal financing. 

The utilities also argued t~ premature decommissioning 

would not pose significant addition 
because of existing nsurance mechanis:s. They urged 
continued review 0: the possio' ity of premature oecommissioning 
insurance. 

3. Caliiornia Energv Com:'ssion 

the C~C emPhas'/ed the overriding need for adequate 

assurance. 

tunded sinking iunc. 

operating utilities 

adoption 0: an externally 

conjunction with a requirement that 

insurance to Cover premature and 
" .. (' ""'h ~ ) excess ~.e., gr ter ~.an .orecast ceeo~~issioning eos~s. T~e 

CEC recognized that neither type of insurance is presently 

available, but concurred in statements by witness Wood and Edison 

witness Hughes that if the CPUC ordered California utilities to 

purchase such insurance, the industry would provide it. The CEC 

-12-
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argued that its proposed scheme would provide maximum assurance 

while preserving the CEC's equity goal that all decom~issioning 

expenses be collected during the operating life of the plant. 
4. Redwood Alliance 

The Redwood Alliance supported a hierarchy 0: the £our .... / 

evaluative criteria, with assurance being the most im?Orta~ 
followed by equity, flexibility, and finally cost. ! ~dWOOd 
Alliance recommended that an external tund be esta and tnat 
a portion oi the fund be investeo 

conservatlon projects. Premature decommissio.ing insurance ~ould 
be required. 

The Red~ooo Alliance proposed n allocation of the 

decommissioning costs 0: planes which down before the end 0: 
their nominal operating lives, and which no premature 

decommissioning insurance had Ratepayers would bear 

the proportion represented by the ratio of actual and nominal 

operating lite 0: the plant; Shjfeholders would pay the rest. As 

an example, ~edwooo Alliance p~posed that rate?ayers pay only 

13/30 of the cost of decom=issioning PG&E's humboldt Bay Nuclear 
Plant. 

-13-
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III. Discussion 

A. Criteria tor ~valuating Alternatives 

The Commission applied the following criteria when 
selecting the most appropriate method of financing nuclear facility 

decommissioning costs. The relative weight given to each criterion 

corresponds to the order in which they are listed. 
1.. Assurance 

"Assurancc" is simply the dcg!"ee of certaini-:'~hat the 

operating utility will have sufficient funds availa~ to pay the 

costs 0: decom~issioning a nuclea~ powe~ plant ~ the plant's 

operating life ends. 011 86 can be compared j1th shopping for a~ 

insurance policy.. l'he Commission must cons" "er u. .. ·'lcertainties in 

projections 0: the plantts ope!"ating lite, the cost to decom=is-

sion, and the financial statu.s of the ut lity or any segregated 

decommissioning fund at the time plant iie ends. 

In comparing alternative funding proposals, the 

Commission has lookeG beyond the mo~ likely scenario, which is 

that plants operate for at least ~eir nominal lite (typically 30 
years). and that the operating u~lity is financially healthy at 

the time decommissioning is nec~sary.. we also considered the 

possibility that plant lives m{y be shorter than planned, that 

decommissioning COStS may be higher than anticipated, or that the 

operating utility may be suffering financial hardships when dccoo-

missioning becomes necessary. 

-14-
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r· 

Unfortunately, the limited history of nuclear power 

precludes any firm assignment of prooabilities to different 

possible futures. There is therefore no definitive way to quantity 

the assurance to oe provided oy different financing mechanisms. 
Our comparisons must oe relative. 

~y looking at analyses submitted by parties to this phase 

ot OIl ~6~ the Commission can make some comparisons of :und 

su::iciency und~r di:ierent circumstances. All mechanisms are 
/'.'..-

calculated oy their proponents to cover the no~inal cost : 

decomissioning at the time it is projeCted 

prOjected fund balances during the nominal 

plant, it is possible to compare the funds 

looki:'lg at 
life of the 

provide if shortened plant life let to "pre ature deco::J::Jissioning. ff 

The relative assurance provided by intern~lY and externally funded 

mechanisms can be evaluated by compar~the liKelihoods of 

:~na::::l hardship of utilities and~ust funds. 

"Cost" represents the cost ·..:h~ch operation of the financ-
~ 

ing mechanism adds to the total e~st of decommissioning. Evidence 
/ 

in OIl 86 indicates that none ~f the alternative finanCing 

mechanisms would add as much as one percent to ratepayers' total 

electric utility bills. Accordingly, we do not treat cost as an 
overriding concern. 

-15-
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~till, the Commission's goal is to maintain the lowest 
reasonable rates. we will therefore consider below the cOstS 0: 
alternative mechanisms, to determine tne COSt to ratepayers for 
varying levels 0: ~ssurance, equity and flexibility. As is 

disc~ssed below, there was considerable disagreement ~ong 

witnesses concerning the absolute and relative costs of alternative 
mechanisms. 

,./ 
In comparing alternative mechanisms, we noce~that the 

timing 0: collections and expendit~res varies. w~ust therefore 
st ' l' h d AI b . ,(! • /.. • e ao 1S. some stan ar~ aS1S .or comparlng aotlVltles over tlme. 

In oeher proceedings, we have assessed ehihresene value" of 

alternatives, as a basis for our seleet~on among competing 

aceivieies. .;1' 
Considerable time was spe~t in this phase of OIl 86 in 

arguments over appropriate "discou!e rates" which the Commission 

would choose to convert future ~lar values into present value. 
In particular, staff witness ~~Cht and Edison witness Adams 

conducted a debate over diSCO,~t rates which tills Exhibits 4, 6, 
/ 

~. and 1~ througn 30. 
/ we are not prep~ed to forcalize a discount rate 

I methodology in this opi~on. 
I .... 

Instead, we have considered all of 

the analyses presented in judging the range of relative and 

absolute costs which financing mechanisms may impose on 
ratepayers. 
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3. ::'le?Cibil i ty 

"Flexibility" represents the ability to adjust the method 

in response to changes relevant to decommissioning. These include 

the projected technical requirements and timing of decommissioning, 

inflation and cost escalation. and tax treatment. They also 

include the ability to make the best interim use of funds collected 
/' to finance eventual decommissioning expenses. / 

In view of the many ~~certainties describ~elow in 

Sections III-~ and III-'. we deem it very import~ that the 

adopted rinancing ~echanis~ be adaptable. ~l reevaluate 

the annual assessment for decommissionin~~ eacn operating 

utility's general rate case. At that t~e, operating experience 

and any changes in cost-related fa~ would be revi~ed when 

:~tt:::i::e assess~ent tor the ~ two years. 

Ihis criterion evalua~es the distribution of the oenefits 
.I' 
f and burdens of a nuclear pla~t from its first operation to the end 

/ 

of decommissioning. A perfe'ctly equitable mechanis::l would charge 
, 

ratepayers at any time in relation to the benefits they were then 

receiving. the costs they impose on the system, and any insurance 
premiu:n (implicit, or exp,l,ici"t)/ to protect them fro:::l risks of plan: 

operation. Ihis goal recognizes that the population of "rate-

payers" may change considerably over 40 years. Ratepayers in 198!> 

should not subsidize those in 2025. nor vice versa. 
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~. Assumptions, Projections, and Uncontrollable Factors 

"Flexibility" is one of the primary criteria in this 

proceeding because the mechanism defined today must be responsive 
to tecnnicai, economic, legal, and political conditions over at 

least the next 30 years. ~efore analyzing the various alternatives 

tor financing decommissioning costs, we will address certain issues 

which influence our choice. Should our assumptions about these 
---'-

factors change, iuture adjustments may be necessa~ the annual 

contribution tor decommissioning, and perhaps i~the financing 

mechanism itself. ~ 
1. Absence of a Federal Decommissioning~olicy 

The federal Nuclear Regula~y Commission has the power 

to designate one or more approved m~~ods ana procedures for 

decommissioning nuclear power ?l~S. Unfortunately for our pla:'l-
. h d' .1 h b d nlng process, no suc eSlgnat~n as een made an none appears 

imminent. £stiQated cOStS o~the three most discussed methods vary 

over a 'broad rarlge. j 
a. Immediate Dismantleme.t and Decontamination 

Tne first dec~misSiOning option is immediate dismantle-
ment and decontaminatio'n. After the plant is shut do~~, the 

facility would be disassembled and the pieces shipped to 

appropriate reuse ana radioactive waste disposal facilities.. This 

option would require ~he complete decontamination of the nuelea~ 
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facility site so that residual levels of radioactivity would b~ 

sufficiently low for the ~~C to release the facility for 

unrestricted use. This is the only decommissioning opeion ehat 
leads to the pro~pt release of the site for unrestricted use. 

There are several arguments both for and against 

immediate dismantlement. The advantages of i~mediate dismantlement 

and decontamination include the rapid release 0: the sit~. for 
/ 

another power plant or other uses. The uncertainty r~arding 

the actual decommissioning expense would be reduc~since these 

costs would be incurred immediately rather tha~ost?Oned. Also. 

prOQpt decommissionin& ensures re~val of ~tential hazard. T~e 
disadvantages include higher oCCu?ationa~exposure to radioactivity 

during the dismantlement process and t~ potentially higner 

present-value cost of immediate over~e£erreo dismantlement. 

for example, dismantlement of the z{ megawatt (MW) Elk River 

~eactor in Minnesota took three Y(ars (ending in 1974) and cost 

$6.15 million. ~ 
Although there is no fo~al federal policy, witness wood 

stated that the NRC staff filors decommissioning by dismantlement 

and removal. Commission s~a:f witness Coughlan assumed that this 
! 

alternative ultimately would be selected, and presented in Exhibit , 
i 

11 a summary of utility estimates of deco~missioning costs. These 
/ 

estimates range from $48.7 =illion to $12~.5 million, for fifteen 
commercial reactors of 436 }iw or more. 
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b. Safe Storage 

Under this option, the nucleaT. facility would be closed 

down, placed in storage. and maintained with some continuing ca~e 

to keep the safety risk during s:o~age within acceptable bounds. 

At some time in the future the facility would be dismantled and 

decontaminated. The storage period may last up to about 100 yea~s. 

Beyond 1UO years the integrity 0: the concrete structure would 
/' begin to be in doubt and most of the remaining ~adioa~~ive 

materials would be very long-lived. ~ 
There are three types of safe sto~as~ustodial sa:~ 

storage, passive safe storage and hardened~fe storage. They 

differ in the extent of continuing care ~essary for the facility 
.: .. ~ / 1 . 

a.te~ p~eparatlons tor sa.e sto~age a~ eo~p etec. 

CustOdial safe sto~age, o~ayaway, requi~es minimal 
f 

initial decontamination. The ac:±~e protection system (the 

ventilation and air filtration ~st~) is ~aintained in operation 
I 

during the continuing care pel~od. Radiation monito~ing is 

continuous to provide for the safety of on-site personnel. 
/ 

Securi ty personnel at the ~,i te guard against unauthorized entry. 
A h ~ h ../ . d h 1 ~ '1' . t t e ene o. t e eontlnu~ng care perlo • t e nue ear .aCl lty 15 

I 

dismantled and fully dec~nta~inated. 

Passive sate/storage, also called tllothballing. relies on 

a more thorough immediate decont~ina:ion effort to perQit shutcio~~ 

of the active protection system. Off-site security personnel such 
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as those of a private security agency would monitor the alarc 

systems at the plant. Passive safe storage requires periodiC 

inspection and repairs to maintain the str~cture in a stable 
condition. 

Hardened safe storage is also known as temporary 

ento~bment. It requires the construction of physical barriers 

around areas with high radioactivity. The use 0: co'ncrete and 

other materials to seal off access to the faci~ is intended to 

eliminate the potential for accidental intr~n and to make a 
deliberate break-in difficult. ~ 

r'assive safe storage has ~e/.he mos': comr:jonly used safe 

s~orage choice. Power reactors ~h~ave been decoomissioned 
using passive safe storage are th~'Carolina-Virginia Tube ~eactor, 

South Carolina; Pathfinder, Soutt l,)akota; Peach Bottom 1. rennsyl-
/ 

vania; anc Vallecitos ~oiling pater Reactor. Calitornia. CustOdial 
J 

sate storage is reported to h~ve been used at the Hanford 

PrOduction Reactors at Richland, waShington. 
,. 

The chief adva~tage of safe storage is that during the 

continuing care period ,the radioactive isotopes with short half-
,i 

/ lives will largely c~ase to be a proolem. on the other hand. 

further delays in the actual dismantlement and decontamination aed 

to the uncertainties in the ultimate costs of decommiSSioning. 
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Additional expenses are also created by the costs of si~e mainte-

nance and surveillance. and by delaying the ~ime when the site 

becomes available tor alternative uses. 

Ihis option entails encasing so~e or all of the facility 

in a strong long-lived materiaL suen as concrete. until radio-

activity decays to an acceptable level. Tae short half-lif~-of the 

ento:bed materials and the limitea lifetime of concret~ructures 
suggest that 100 years might be a reasonable upper 
period of entombmen~. 

There are three government-owneo e" ombed reac~ors, all 
t 

Iormer nuclear power demons~ration plan~s:;.~all~, Nebraska; the 
I 

?i~ua Nuclear Power facility, Ohio; and jthe ~oiling Water ~uclear 

Superheater Power Station in Ricon, Pue?to Rico. The entombment ,:! 
:/ 

preparations for the Hallam and Piq~'reactors took approximately 

three years to complete. J!' The entrances 0: all three reactors have 
~. 

~, 

been welded shut ana all now have }"concr~te 
radioactive equipment. 

." ;/ 
J 

~, 
I. 

I> 2. keac:or Operating Life 

covers to secure ~he 

Because no large commercial reactor has yet reached the 

end of its normal operating l~fe. there is no historical basis for 

estimating the commercial life of nuclear power plants. Their 

design lives are typically 40 years, bu~ wi~nesses in this proceed-
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ing noted that actual lives co~ld be much sho=~er or longer than 
this nominal figure. 

Uncertainty of this ~agnitude compounds the di±ficulty in 

estimating the annual contribution to the aciopted financing 

mechanism. First, the size of any annual payment would obviously 

vary with the number of years available to collect the target sum. 

Second. any net interest or ea:-nings on the balance in the,,... 
, . , ld' 1 'b . /f decommlsslonlng account wou ma~e a arger conerl ut~on 1 more 

years were to elapse before decommissioning. ~ 
For the purpose of this discussion, w~ill assu~e 

commercial operating lives 0: 30 years. In ~~ second phase of 011 
/' 

86, the actual service life assumed for each plant for depreciation 
! purposes will ce used. 

3. Inflation and Cost Escalation 
" 

'I 

r ;, 
, I 

..1 

.I 

Estimates of decommission~ng costs have been expressed in 

current dollars, even tnough the e~penses will occur 30 to 40 years 

in the future. At this time we cannot establish the inflation or 

the escalation rates for costs associated with decom:issioning. 

such as la't.~or, construct ion, and waste disposal. Respondent 

utilities should submit more detailed estimates in the filings 

ordered by today's decision. Since we intend to review these cost 

estimates in rate cases, there will be a~?le opportunity to aejust 
any forecast costs. 
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Nost witnesses perforned "sensitivity analyses" of thei= 

assumptions about these factors. In general, all witnesses 

concluded that their relative ranking 0: alternatives remainec the 

same throughout the full "reasonacle" range 0: variation. we 

accept their conclusions that the inflation and escalation 

assumptions will affect the size 0: annual contributions to 

decommissioning accounts, but not the choice of a financing 

alternative assumptions will affect the size 0: annual contribu* 

tions to deco~rnissioning accounts, but not tne choice 0: 
financing alternative. 

c. Income Tax ~:fects 

Current Internal 

decommissioning expenses as nor~al business expenses which are 
deducted from a utility's income in the 

incurred. I: funds are collected 

income in the year collected. 

This difference 

plant operation, and then 
time of decommissioning. 

snee, they are taxed as 

raise expenses curing 

"windfall" tax '..:ri te-off at the 

complicate the 
Commission's e:£ort to spread ~uitably over time the costs of 

creating a funded deeOmmi$SiO~ng reserve. 

~e thereiore will ~irect the utilities to make all 

reasonable efforts to secure tax-exe~?t status for their funds. 

While the issue is pending, we will direct the utilities to design 
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, . 

eheir tunds in anticipaeion thae tax-exempt treatment will 
ultimately be ootaineo. 

If it eventually becomes clear that tax-exe~pt status is 

unavailable, we would oirect the utilities to collect deco==issio~

ing tunds on a "full cost recovery" basis, as opposed to ttpartial 

COSt recovery." These alternative treatme~ts are explained below. 

1. Prospects for a Tax-~xe~~t uecom~issioning Fund 
" 

Witness wood reports that the IRS has indic~ that it 

may be possible to structure a tund such that :un~ollected to 

finance deco=~issioning would not be recOgniZe~ taxable income. 

He describes four IRS conditions in his tes~ny and cross-

examination, which refer to the :\RC l.)eco=~Sioning Report he 

authoreo. The fundamental requirement the utility "spend" 
the money in the same year co::=itting it 
irretrievably to use for decommissi ning. 

As a first condition, tw,( IRS would require that funds 

collected trom ratepayers for de~mmissiOning be immediately 

segregated :rom the utility's a;isets and de?osited in a blind 

trust. This requirement woulal ensure that the utility WOUld not 
/ 

have even short-tere use of tihe funds. 

Second, the blind {ruSt funds could not 'be invested in 

assets of the operating utility. Third, the fund would be 

administered by parties not normally involved in the operations of 

the utility_ Fourth. if the fund ultimately proved to be larger 
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than the amount needed for decommissioning, any surplus would be 

returned to ratepayers, not to the utility. 

Wooo testified that these guidelines were developed 

through intormal discussions with IRS staff members. However. he 

stated that he has 'become "less sanguine" about the possibility 

that a utility could actually structure a fund which would satisfy 

the IRS (Tr. 77~). He cited requests by several non-California 

utilities for IRS letter rulings on ?~o?Osed trust ~all were 
withdra~~ after preli~inary IKS indications that t~e proposed 

~echanisros would not qualify fo~ nonreCOgni:~ 
Wood had no for~al documentation~o~ the lRS or the 

applicant utilities concerning the reques~. ~e emphasized that no 

foreal ruling has ever been ~ade on t~e;{ssue~ Accordingly. we have 
no assurance that tax-exempt or non-r~OgnlZeC status is possibl~ 
without federal legislation.11 thiS effect 

£/ The lack of IRS rulings on Pfoposed tax-exe:pt trust also 
co~plicates the conservation progr~s of California utilities. 
As of November 1982, Edison had received no response :roo the 
IRS to the utility's att~t to establish a tax-ex~pt "rate-
?~yer trust" to finance i .... s Greater l::aste:'n Dese:'t Area Zero 
Interest Program for fin~cing residential weathe:,ization 
activities. In D.82-11-pa6 (~ov. 17, 19&2 in A.61066 and 
A.c1067), the Commission found itself constrained to reject 
Edison's proposal to es~ablish a ratepayer trus: for the utili-
ty's syste~-wide Residential Conservation Financing ?rog=a~. 

I 
I 
! 
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(liR 349~) was introduced in the last session of Congress, but was 
not enacted.l1 

The practical effect. of an arrangement meeting the IRS 

guidelines. according to ~ood, would be to place the utility in the 

role of collecting funds for another entity, the blind trust. 

Under these circuQstances, the tax status of the trust should 
...-.'" determin~ whether or not the inco~e to the trust would be taxable. 

h .: ~ ./. Anot er route to tax-exeQpt status .or ~ecoc~lOnlng 

tunds might therefore be to estaolish a state-ad~ini&tered trust. 

which should be execpt fro~ federal taxation. wi~~SS Wood 

re:errec to this possibility ~der direct ane ~s-exa~ination. 
but the suggestion was not developed beyond ;me most general level. 

vJe ~'ill direct the utilities to desig~ their 

d '" ., , h' . I.. . \. ecommlsslonlng tlnanclng mec anlsms 1n ~tlclPatlon t •• at tax-

exempt treatment ultimately will be secured. In filing their 
I 

proposed mecnanisms, however', we will ;direct the utilities to 
I provide their best analyses of the l~~elihood of such treatment. 

I 

!hese analyses shoule include assessment of utility or Commission 

li~ 3498 (Gibbons) would have made payments to nuclear' power 
plant decommissioning or spent fuel processing financing 
~echanism tax-deductible expenses in the year collected. No 
hearings were held concerningHR 349~, and the bill never left 
the liouse Ways and ~eans Committee. ~o successor bill has yet 
been introduced in the 9Sth Congress. 
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actions which would increase the likelihood 0: such ~reatment; 

these should include possible efforts to secure federal or state 
legislation .. :t,/ 

2. Alternative Treat~ents 0: a Taxable Decommissioning Fund . 
As described in the preceding sectiQn~ we prefer to 

create decom~issioning funds which wQula not be subject to the 

potential inequities caused by timing of income tax effects. 

However~ we may be ~~able to avoid thes~ tax effects. and ~ust 

therefore consider alternative treatments of a taxaole 

decom~issionin& funa. 

At present federal corporate inco~e tax r~ es (46~), or 

co~posite feaeral and state rates of a??rOXimate~o", roughly twO 

dollars must be collected for every dollar a~lY set aside for 
decommissioning. At the time 0: decommissioning, the actual 

ex?enses will be deducted from income; a~resent rates. therefore. 

,/ 
~I In 1979. the California legislatu~ enacted Sh "83 (Garamendi), 

in response to the Three ~ile Island accident. The bill 
required the State Office of ~etgency Se=vices to make site-
specific investigations 0: consequences of possible nuclear 
power plant accioents, and to r;evise its Nuclear Power Plant 
Emergency Response Plan. this;:ac:ivity was to be financed by 
operating utilities through pa~ents to a newly-created Nuelear 
Planning Assessment Special Acco~~t. the PUC was directed to 
devise the assess:nent :nethod: and to allow reg'l.llated utili ties 
to recover their share in rates. See Cal. Gov'~. Code Seetio~ 
8610.5. the experienee wi~~ S3 1183 may provide useful 
guidance ~o ~his inves~iga~ion. 
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tax deductions would cover nearly half the decommissioning expenses 

at that time. On this basis, we have considered ewo general 

methods of treating income tax, which can be applied to all 

financing methods in which money is collected during a plant's 
operating life. 

The "iull cost recovery" method is designed to ensure 

that the :ull estimateo cost of decommissioning would be available 

at the time of decommissioning, without assu~ing any tax bene:its 
/' in the years the costs are incurred. This method is a~a1ogous to 

che "flow chrough" creacment of other utility tax~ t:ax 

credits. This method would collect from ratepay~s during plant 

life roughly two dollars for everyone 

eventually on decommissioning. I: the 
spent 

been 

c~lculated correctly, the tax deduction £6r decommissioning 

expenses would be available for refund~ ratepayers at that time. 

The "partial COst recovery /asis" describes a method 

where the provision tor decommissi0)fing is accrued but no allowance 
is mace at the time for taxation of this income. If the income 

earcarked for oecommissioning is~axable, this method will provide 
I , 

only about half ot the amount ultimately necessary to deco~mission. 
I 

I 

The balance is assumed to be available from tax deductions on the 

decommissioning expenses in the years they occur. This method, 
<-

which is analogous to "normalization" of taxes and tax credits, 
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matches ratepayer contributions to ratepayer benefits more 

equitably. However, it may provide less assurance that the total 

funds for decommissioning will be available when needed. 

Proponents of full cost recovery accept its inequitable 

impacts in exchange for what they perceive to be higher levels of 

assurance. They argue that the Commission cannot assu~e, for 

purposes of assuring adequate funding for decommissioning, that a 

utility will have taxable income in the decommissioning years. If 

not, they argue, there would be no tax-based cash flow with which 
~o pay tor do>cOlDmissioning. / 

In the event that tax-exempt status cann~ be secured :or 

tunds colleeeed for decommissioning. we in~en~adoPt ~he :ull 
cost recovery basis tor financing decommissi~ing_ This oasis 

would impose grea~er cos~s on ra~epayers ~ing ehe period of power 

plant operation, but other factors outw~gh the small increase in 

total rates required to finance full ~ost recovery_ 

The primary consideration ~stifYing the higher interim 

COSts is the uncertainty inherent it projecting the eventual cost 
f 

I and timing of decommissioning. S~nce these risks are highest in 
I 

the initial years of plant 
r 

operat;lon, 
f 

we find it fair to impose 
higher relative burdens on ratep,ayers 

I 
in those years. This basis 

will be considered an~ it the C'otlmission if forced to reconsider 
the taxability of decommissioning funds. 
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D. ~valuation of Financing Alternatives 

we evaluated six general types of funding mechanisms in 

this phase of ~he proceeding. as well as a limited number of 

variations within some of the types. The order instituting this 

investigation specifically ordered consideration of five: prepay-

ment; sinking fund; depreciation reserve; surety bond; and 

premature decommissioning insurance. We also evaluated the option 

of making no specific financial preparations for decommissioning. 

and instead treating decommissioning costs as normal expenses in 
:he years in which they are incurred. 
1. Expens ing 

Under this option. no advance 

decommissioning. The costs associated 

be considered normal utility operating 

ratepayers in the year incurred. 
s and collected from 

guaranteed only by timely regulatory a~oval of decommissioning 

expenses anc by ra~e?ayerst ability to absorb the additional costs. 

All witnesses rejected th~expenSing alternative as risky 
I 

anc inequitable. We join in that/conde~~ation. ~y its operation. 
I ratepayers at the time of decom~sioning would ~~:airly ~ear the 

~ 
I 

total costs. ThOse customers who benefited from 30 years 0: 
j 

I-nuclear power plant operationrwould bear no costs. 
" 
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2. Surety bond 
d 

This "alternative" would actually be a supplement to the 

principal financing alternatives. The operating utility would 

purchase a bonG from a surety company, which woulc agree ~o pay the 

face value of the bond if some designated contingency arose. 

Contract contingencies might include pre~ature decommissioning, 

decommiSSioning costs exceeding the funds available for 

deeo:ntlissioning. or utiliey default. /' 

No surety company now ~~de~rites decommissioning costs, 
so the alternative does not presently ey.is/ In general, the value 

0: the additional assurance provided by ~urety bond would vary 

across alternatives, and over time :o~ach alternative. For 

instance, tne Gegree of sUPPlementauiassurance to a sinking f~~d 
a??roach would be greaeese in th~arlY yea~s of ?lane 0?Ora:ion. 

when the balance would be low c06pared with estimatee costs 0: 
.I 
I decommissioning. In later years, the riSing balance would leave 

-I less of a potential gap_ For a prepayment alternative, in 
( 

,,' 

contrast, the potential fu~ding gap presumably woulc be low in all 
years of operation. 

No estimate appears on the record of what surety bonds 

for decommissioning would cost, if they were to become available. 

Accordingly. we cannot make any comparison of the potential costs 

and benefits of this supplemental assurance. 
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. . 
We will direct the responden: utilities and staff to 

continue to investigate the potential for surety bonds, including 

evaluations of their benefits and costs. Updated information 

should be presented in each oiennial review 0: each utility's 
funding mechanism. 

3. Premature Decommissioning Insurance 
/' 

Prema:ure decommissioning insurance woul~lso operate as 

an assurance-increasing supplement to a principa~inancing method. 

Like surety bonds, however, this alterna:iv~~~ot presently 

available. Unlike surety bonds. however, $Ome evidence was 

presented wnich addressed the ?otential~~efits and coscs 

of premature decommissioning insurance! The insurance should cover 
/ two sit~tions: where decorn=issioni?g takes place before the end of 

~ 

I 
expected plant life and the accum~lated decommissioning f~~d is, 

therefore, insufficient; or wner.1 a shortfall results because 
l 

actual costs of decommissioning exceed estimated costs. , 
i 

There was very lit~:,~e discussion on the record of the 

potential cost of pre:Ja:'I;re ,decommissioning insurance. Edison 
presented one estimate, that: 

"an annual pretli'l;1!l of $250.000 sho'l;ld be 
adequate to provide the necessary 
assurance for up to $100 million in 
premature decommissioning coscs. This 
estimate ••• is based upon a review of 
existing brokers, and unaerwri:ing 
estimates prOvided by the insurance 
industry." (J::x.'-libit 4. p .. IV ... 3) 
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w~ note that this would amount to a premium of 0.257. per 

year, to cover ~ potentially very large exposure to risk. 

According to Edison's calc~lations, this insurance would add 

roughly one-tenth to the cost 0: a sinking fund mechanism. 

PG&E, in ~xhibit 3, spec~lated that the annual premium 

tor premature decommissioning assurance would be roughly 17. of 

estimated decommissioning costs. This estimate was based on a 

reading of the ~RC Decommissioning Report referred to above. and on 
// 

"vario~s ins~rance studies currently u.."lde~,.;ray." (Exh,±bi t. 3. at 
1-16). -~ 

we wish to clarify that premat~re de~misSiOning 
insurance should not be contused with ?rop~ insurance related to 

an accident. Premature decommissioning i~urance should provide 

funds for decommissioning at any time d;ring reactor operation. 

The expec:ed costs of decommissioning Should not inelude the 

unexpected cOSts 0: an accident whi~~re properly covered by 

pr ope rty ins ur ance • /' 
.1 We encourage the responoents to pursue vigorously 
/ 

premature decommissioning insuranfie within their own ind~stry anC , 
) 

with the insurance carriers. ~einote that the NRC is examining 
I 

this alternative. Updated eva~tions of the potential avail-
f 

/ ability, benefits, and costs Of premature decommissioning 

insurance should be presented in ea~~ review 0: an adopted 
mechanism. 
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4. Internally Managed Unfunded Reserve 
a. Depreciation Reserve 

The straight-line remaining lite method now in use is an 

example of an inte~ally unfunded reserve. An account is 

established on the utility's books to cover the estimated present 

costs 0: decommissioning. Each year the ratepayers make a payment 

to the account. First, the estimate of decommissioning cost is 

upaa:ed. Second, the balance already in the acco~~: is subtracted, 

to arrive at the estimate of funds which must still b~aid into 

the account. That outstanding balance is diviaed ~the number of ..... 
. ... ~ 1 . /. h estlmatec remalnlng years o. pant operatlon. to arrlve at t e 

year's payment. ;I' 
At present, California utilitie~ollect decommissioning 

funds on a full cost recovery basis, whr{~ requires roughly twice 

the annual payment as would partial C~t recove=y. No specific 

fund of money is set aside to pay f~ the cost of decommissioning_ 

Until the funds are needed, they a~ available for general 

corporate use by the utility. I 
I As com?ensation to the ratepayers. the utility rate base , ., 

is reduced in each period by t~e amount 0: the accumulated 
I 

reserve, thus lowering the revenue requirements of the utility. 

The ratepayers therefore save the costs ot capital associated with 

a rate '~ase amount equivalent to the annual contribution. when 
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bills for decommissioning come due, ~he utility will raise ~he 

money ~hrough normal financing. 

An unfunded depreciation reserve method was recently 

aoopteo tor Edison's accrual of funds for ~he ultima~e disposal 

cost of spent nuclear fuel. In D.82-12-055 (in A.6113S. Edison·s 

test year 1983 general rate case), the Commission ordered Edison to 

eolleet funds on a "net of tax" (partial cos:) basis, \!sing a 

straight-line remaining life methodology and the estimated present 

cost of disposal.~/ 

The straight-line remaining life method of dec¢cmission-

ing cost is less expensive than other alternatives. ~ is the 

method currently in efiect and is preferred by s~ ~i:ness 
Coughlan and the respondents. The prime feat~ which 

eiseinguishes ehis method from ehe aleerna~s reviewed is ehe 

benefit alleged trom the internal use of~enerated funds. 

Kesponeents and Coughlan claic that several factors make 

the straight-line remaining life metho&" 0= financing future nuclear 
¥ 

decommissioning costs particularly ~tractive. Pirst, respondents 
I claim that any required financing ~r decommissioning costs will 

,I 

not seriously a:iect the utility. / The increase in rate base as the 

~/ Seven days after this Commisiion issued D.82-12-055. the 
Congress passed the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, Public 
Law No. 97-425 (HR 3809), establishing a new federal schece 
for disposal of high level radioactive waste and spent fuel. 
!he Commission's newly-adopted financing mechanism will be 
revised to allow utilities to recover payments ~ade under was~e 
disposal contracts to be signed with the Department of Energy. 
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reserve (and its accompanying rate base offset) is drawn down will 

increase cash flows which will offset, at least in part# the 

expenses 0: decommissioning. The result would be a negligible 

eifect on interest coverage ratios. 

Second, the increased cash flow from the ratepayers for 

the reserve improves internal cash generation. This, in turn # 

supports the utility's bond rating and so ultimately lowers 

prospective issue costs. Any additional financing to recover the 

reserve would not create a greater burden on tne utility than would 
the amount of the earlier foregone financings. 

,.-

~OUld Third, respondents argue that decommissionin 

not place a significant 'ourden on the utility's abi to obtain 
external tunes since they represent sucn a small amount relative to 

total capital expenditures. For exacple, in 

over $1 billion in the external capital mar' ets. Accepting ~RC 

prOjections that decommissioning of alar e commercial reactor 

would cost S50 million in today's dolla s and further considering 

that funds for decommissioning would Jk raised over a period of 

several years, the annual requireme~s would have a minute impact 

associated with the external financing. The result would be a 

negligible effect on interest coverage ratios. 

The CEC, staff witnesses Knecht and wood, and the Redwood 

Alliance question the degree of assurance provided by the straight-

line remaining life method. They emphasize that the financial 
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health of a utility facing decom~issioning 30 or 40 years in the 

future cannot be guaranteed so that thp. assurance question cannot 

be disposed of si~?ly by assuming that the utility will be 

iinancially healthy or that decommissioning expenses will place an 

insigniticant ourden on a utility's ability to raise capital. 

They argue that external fundS provide greater assurance since 

investments can be diverSified, rather than depenoing on the 

financial well-being of one company. The only jeopardy a well-
,/' 

manGgcd external fund would face is a complete collap~t the 

economy, a situation no funding ~echanism could miv~te. 

Knecht also contends that the straigr~ine remaining 

life methOd, as presently structured, Offen~qUitable sensitivi-

ties. The inequity arises from rate im?~dUring decommissioning, 

which is expected to take place over after the plant is 

retired from service. During this me the rate base deduction 

would be recuced annually, as dec~missioning occurs. The full 

rate oase deduction will not disi?pear until decommissioning is 

complete. The result is that ~ring the ten years 0: decocmission-
i . '1' b / -.. h .. . ng, t~ture ratepayers Wl ~ enetlt trom t e remalnlng rate oase 

deduction throu~~ a lower r,tenue requirement. The effect is to 

give tuture ratepayers the/~ea~ed benefit of the rate base 

deduct ions. ( 
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b. Internal Sinking Fund 

An alternative internally-funded mechanism is the so-

called "internal sinking fund." This mechanism would not actually 

create a "fund" in the sense meant in the remainder of this 

oecision. kather, accruals for decommissioning would be assigned 

to a special account on the utility's books. The in~ernal sinking 
tuna difters from the straight-line remaining life mechanism in the 

way the utility compensates ratepayers for its use of the 

decommissioning funds in the years prior to decommissioning. 

As developed by PG&E in Exhibit 3, the internal s~kin6 
/" fund accrues its balance from two sources. first, th~atepayers 

pay an annual provision based on the projected cos~of decomis-

sioning (PG&E uses the estimated present cost o~commiSSiOning). 
Second, the utility adds to the account an i~rest payment, 

calculated at the utility's overall rate 0 return. because the 
utility's contribution accrues to the a ount, the ratepayers' earn 

what amounts to compound interest; th' contrasts with the "simple 

interest" provided by the depreciatiln reserve method .. 
I PG&£ calculates that thejinternal sinking fund would cost 

roughly 75% as much as the straig't-line remaining life deprecia-
'7 

tion reserve. and roughly 60% as much as an external sinking fund. 

A portion of tne price advantage is gained because of the compound-

ing of the utility's rate-of-return based interest payments. 
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compared with the simple interest provided by the depreciation 
reserve's rate base offsets. 

In P~&E's testiQony, the price advantage of internal over 

external sinking iunds also derives from the return assumed for the 
two alternatives. The internal fund would earn at the utility's 

rate of return, assumed to be 15%. The external fund is assumed to 

earn a tax-tree 10% return. In Exhibit 3A, PG&E estimated that the 

external fund would be less expensive than the internal fund if the 

former earned a 14.5% return. /". 

As developed by PG&E, the internal sinkin~nd contains 

many of the equity problems inherent in the de~tion reserve. 

:First, the present COSt based recovery WOU1Ybif1: 1:he bulk of 

nominal dollar paycents to later years. ,~iS skewing accounts for 

much of the cos: advantage PG&E ascribe~to the internal sinking , 
fund. / 

.I 
Second, PG&£'s calculated/method depenos on significant 

.' 

utility interest payments during the years of decommissioning. If 
/ 

the tund were taxable, there would be a large negative revenue 
I 

/ requirement in the ~ecommissionins years. this benefi1:s ratepayers 
in the years following plant,. life. 

These faults could be addressed by using ultimate cost 

based recovery, and by normalizing the tax treatment. However, 
much of the present cost price advantage would then be lost. 
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5. Pre'Oavrncnt 
t « 

"Prepaym~nt" means the setting aSide 0: a principal surrl 

when a power plant begins operation, calculated so that the 

principal p~us accumulated interest should cover the costs of 

decommissioning at. the end of the plant's nominal operating life. 

There are a variety of methods by which the ? epayment su~ could be 

collected and accounted tor. 

Prepayment ensures evel of funds available 
for decommisSioning ciuring the nominal operat.ing life of a ?lant, 

and so would provide the greatest assurance that adequate 

funds would be available in the eve~ of premature decommissioning. 
! Most other alt.ernatives entail an~al collection of relatively 

/ small sums, so that the fund balance initially would be small. 
/ Fund levels would be adequate ~nly after the full nominal life of a 

I 

plant. However, use 0: a sur~ bonG or premature decommissioning 
/ r insurance WOuld solve this p~blem, it these mechanisms become 

)/ 

,;-
J available. 

option, 
sioning 

We analyzed two/methods of prepayment. Under the first 
/ 

I 

the utility would "prepay" the estimated cost of decommis-
I 

into a segregated func. The utility or an Outside trustee 

would then manage the investment of the funds until the cash is 

actually needed. The total costs paid by customers would include 

the costs of capital associated wi~h the lum? sum ?repayment, such 

as interest on debt or return on equity. 
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Recovery of the prepay~ent could occur in ewo ways. 

First, the utility could treat the amount plus cost of capital, 

as an operating expense in the year borrowed. Ratepayers would 

meet this revenue requirement in the year of prepayment. Expensed 
prepayment therefore has one of the costliest present values of any 

0: the alternatives we considered. All ratepayer expenditures are 

maoe in the first year of plant operation, and there i~' time-

based "discounting" of these expenses. Edison. fo~tance. 
calculated that expensed prepay=ent could 

as much (present value) as a sinking zund. 

least equitable in that 

four times 

also is 

made by ratepayers 

who are receiving only a fraction of th benefit from the facility; 

ratepayers in future years would p~a./thing. 
Alternatively, the utility: could "capitalize" the 

prepayment sum. The investment pl s a return would be recovered on 
J 

a straight-line depreCiation basis with return on the ~~amortized 
j 

amount, JUSt as if the fund werj1invested in utility plant. While 

this alternative is one of the~ore expensive under consideration. 
it would distribute decommiss~ning costs equitably among rate-
payers receiving benefits fro~ the plant'S use. 

Staff witness Knecht favored the capitalized prepayment 

alternatives. Although the total nominal cost of the prepaymen~ 

mechanism increases to the extent of ratepayer payments of the 

utility's cost ot capital, the present value cost falls under 
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Knecht's assumptions of high discount rates. Knecht estimated that 

a capitalized prepayment mechanism would cost roughly 1.2 times as 

much as a taxable sinking fund, and 2.4 times as much as a tax-

exempt sinking fund. he argued that the greater assurance and 

equity outweighed the higher cOSts, and so recoomended the 

capitalized prepayment mechanism. 

The second methOd of prepa~ent analyzed would have the 

ratepayers pay a one-time surcharge with a future value/equal to 
/' 

the estimated decommissioning COSt. The initial amount would then 

come directly from rates, without requiring th~ility to secure 

e~eernal financing. This aleernaeive WOU1~Oduce ehe same 

inequities as the expensed prepayment. ;f 
l 

Staff witness Knecht and thjlRedwood Alliance favor an 

external prepayment mechanism. They;argue that extra assurance is 
worth the cos t. .I 
6. External Sinking Fund Keserve:J' 

The external sinking f2:d reserve alternative 

contemplates establishment of ~separate f~~d dedicated to use for 

decommissioning expenses. The/fund would not initially be 
.1 , 

" 

capitalized, but would accum~late a reserve over the life of the 

nuclear unit. The series of annual contributions (annuity) by 
ratepayers would be computed so that the sum of prinCipal plus 

accumulated earnings would equal the cost of decommissioning at the 

end of the nominal life of the plant. The annual provision would 
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change along wi~h ~he estima~ed cos~ ~o decommission. As a 

resul~. payments ~o be demanded from cus~omers using ~he energy 

from the tacili~y would be expected to vary. 

Unlike the internally-funded alterna~ive. the external 

sinKing fund balance would be invested in a segregated fund. These 

funds would not be made availaole for general corporate purposes. 

as is the case with. the depreciation reserve approach now/in use. 

The utility thus would lose the oppor~unity to use de~isSiOning 
tunds to offset normal tinancing requirements. In&~d. the utility 

/ would have to use common stock and preferred stock. debt. or 

internally generated funas. These have a c~~al cost of service 
/ 

to be recovered from ~he customer. / 
;1" 

.II 

Witnesses calcula~ed a range,i:Oi costs for ~he sinking 
" tund alternatives. varying with assu~tions about discount rates. 

I, 
;f 

earnings and tax-treatments. If the cost of the existing deprecia-
" J 

~ion reserve mechanism is assign~ the value "j", then witnesses .. 
i 

calculated the cos~ of an exter~al sinking fund ~o be 0.22 
! 

(Knecht). 0.76 (PG&E. for a "tllodified" sinking fund). j .64 (SDG&E), 
/ 

2.04 (Coughlan). and 2.91 (Ed,ison, for a "modifiea sinking fund).~/ 
/ 

I 

~/ Ra~ios caleula~ed by Coughlan in Exhibit 11, Table 3-A, except 
for Knecht ratio. calcula~ec from Exhibi~ 18, Schedule 7. Note 
that Knech~ bases the cost of ~he deprecia~ion reserve on his 
proposed "ultimate eos~ basis" for calculating paymen~s ~o the 
depreciation reserve. See Table 1 in Section IV of this 
decision. 
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IV. The Adopted Mechanism 

The first phase of this proceeding has allowed the . 
Commission to compare a wide range of alternative decommissioning 

financing mechanisms. Our goal has been to select the alternative 
which best meets the four criteria we announced at the outset of 

all bo: assurance; cost; :lexibility; and equity. we will 

therefore discuss first our considerations under these four / 
criteria. 

A. The Four Criteria 

1. Assurance 

The Commission seated at the out:? of all 86 that 

assurance would be our most important cri~rion when selecting a 
I' decommissioning finance mechanism. However, this does not mean 

I-

that we will single-mindedly select t~ alternative which provides 
r 

the gre~test assurance. The other ~ree criteria will temper our 
selection. " l 

.I 
I, r At the outset, note thaz the assurance promised by the 

various alternatives can be sore~d into three levels. One of the 
l 

deciSions facing the COt'lmission' is a selection among these levels. 

The highest level of assurance is provided if the total 

nominal cost of decommissioning is available at all times during 

the plant's operating life, independent of any assumptions about 

the viability of the utility at the time of decommiSSioning. This 

level can be reached in cwo ways. First, prepayment of the entire 
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projected costs into an external fund would crea:e a balance 
nominally sufficient to cover all costs. Second, fully functioning 

surety bond or premature decommissioning insurance mechanisms would 

remove concern for the utility's viability (although this 

SUbstitutes the viability of the insurer or bondsman). 

A somewhat lower level of assurance is provided by 

externally funded sinking tunds, operating without supplemental 
", 

insurance or bonds. If invested in low risk securitie~. 'they 
" / 

provide a "safe" tund balance, which grows over time/to reach the 
.f' <-

nominal cost of decommissioning. At the end 0: t~e plant's nominal 
,/ ., 

",' operating lite they are complete; in all earlier years, the utility 
/ 

and its ratepayers would be called upon to mi~e up insufficiency 
,/ 

between the cost of premature decommissioning and the fund balance. 
/1 

The financial status of the utility thereiore remains a factor 
t 

during nominal plant operating life, which decreases in importance 

over time as the fund approaches the ~tal cost of oecommissioning. 
( 

Different payment schedules provide different levels of assurance 
I 

during the years of plant operatio~ depending on how fast the fund 
fills. 

The lowest 

alternatives. These 

, 

level of ass~rance is provided by ~he 'unfunded 

provide only an accounting balance in the 

years of plant operation. They rely completely on the ability and 

willingness ot the utility to honor its accounting debt by 
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providing funds, fro~ internal or external sources~ at the time a 
plant is decommissioned. 

In the unlikely event that a utility were bankrupt, it 

would be unlikely to provide decommissioning funds. Ii the utility 

were solvent but in financial distress, it would have an incentive 

to delay decommissioning, or to seek special relief from the 

Commission. gecause unfunded mechanisms require no utility~, 

contricution at the time of decommissioning, they remove tl'lat 
incentive. 

AS a starting point, we note 

utilities' finanCial capabilities have been strai~ed by large 

ca?i~al construction cf:orts ex?criencing cos~ delays and 
overruns. In California, much of this const uction-based stress 

derives from construction expenses of power 
plants for which we are now designing de ommissioning mechanisms. 

I 
Similar problems could accompany the utjlities' efforts to replace 

these plants at the enci of their operaiing lives. Under such 
I , 

Circumstances, even the relatively small burden of decommissioning 
old plants woulc be unwelcome. 

The operating utilities' financial scacus could be even 

more strained if :he nuclear plants were to fail to operate for 

their full lives. Unexpected premature decommissioning, perhaps by 

NRC order, could remove roughly 5,000 MWe from California's 

generating capacity (including Rancho Seco and Palo Verde). !his 
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could trigger a costly scr~=blc for replacement power. There would 

also likely be simultaneous pressure to remove the undepreciated 

value of the defunct plants from rate base, which would further 
constrict the utilities' cash flows. 

Even a planned premature decommissioning would produce 

difficulties. This outcome could occur if at some point the 

utilities decided that the plants had shorter remaining lives ~than 

is now estimated. This decision would trigger an accelera~ 
construction program, as the utilities struggled to r~p~ce the 

nuclear plants plus meet any anticipated demand g!=~h. Again, 
cash flows would be constrained. 

/ 
~ecause we can assign no probability.!to the various 

~ 

futures outlined above, we cannot value ?r~eisely the additional 
~ 

assurance provided by funded oechanis~s. /bowever, the Commission 
" f 

is willing to conSider some premium ove;ithe cost of unfunded 
alternatives. ! 

• j~' 

2. Cost ........-. 

One of the Commission's goals is to find the most cost-
effective decommissioning mechanism. To do so with certainty. we 

would have to be able to calculate accurately the cost of each 

mechaniso. This would allow us to buy assurance at the lowest 
price. 

Unfortunately, no such certainty is possible. Cost 

comparisons presented in the first phase of this proceeding have 
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varied considerably, based on a host of economic, financial, and 

tax assumptions. In particular, different assumptions about 
discount rates and the earnings rates of alternative internal and 

external funds confound attempts to make simple comparisons. So~e 

general conclusions are possible, however. 
a. Returns on Fund ~alances 

A ~ajor source of cost differences in the mechanisms 
"I" 

posited by various witnesses were differing assum?~ions concerning 
./ 

rates of return. Compounded over the aSSU~~Jlifetimes of the 

mechanisms. even small differences in ea~~gs rates have major 

effects on the assumed present value co~t of the alternatives. 
/ Most witnesses assumed tha~nfunded mechanisms would 

earn at the operating utility's ov~all rate of return. The 

current "depreciation reserve" me.cbanism provides annual ratebase 

of£se~s. and so re~urns ~o ra~jP{yers each year an amoun~ based on 

the utility's rate of return! The "internal sinking fund" would 
, accrue compound interest from the utility at the same rate. 

for external fu~ed mechanisms, most witnesses assumed 

either that the fund would be invested in tax-exempt securities 

such as municipal bonGS or other securities offering low risks and 

returns. witnesses therefore calculated lower net earnings than 

those for unfunded internal mechanisms. 
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The Commission believes that differences in funding 
mechanism costs based on differences in assumed rates of return on 

the mechanisms are misleading if viewed in isolation. External 

funds, invested in a diversified portfolio of low risk securities, 

are more certain to actually earn their expected return. The 

higher nominal return on utility assets is based at least in part 

on investors' recognition of the greater uncertainty in their 

ability to earn their authorized rates of return. 
" To say that higher returns on internal funds wo~rd make 

such funds "cheaper" to the ratepayers would ignore t e accompany-

ing difterential in risks borne by ratepayers. 0 a risk-adjusted 
basis, the eosts of the two funding alternativet'are similar. If 

~his were no~ ~he case. ~he "cheap"s:" fun:t< all arguably would 
::g:h::~::: ::::::m::::.~o ven~ure cap~ s~s for s?ecula~ion in 

However, the Commission's c;ocern in 011 86 has been to 
secure the least cost assured return_ ~e find it more appropriate 

h '0 . / 1 d ... . d t at ratepayer contrl utlons to a z;:> ear ecomml.ssl.onl.ng:tun 
involve lower risk of earnings shortfalls, even at the cost of 
somewhat lower expected rates of return. 

A diversified portfolio also avoids any risks unique to 

the utility, including those associated with investment in and 

operation of the nuclear plants. The internal fund, simply put, 
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involves the investment of ratepayer funds in a single company, the 

utility. Generally, investment in a diversified portfolio involves 

lower costs and risks than investment than a single company. 

Greater assurance can be obtained without added cost merely by 

utilizing the diversified investment str.ategy of the external 

tund. 

Finally, the external fund is likely to secure favorable 

tax treatment. As noted below, we believe that it will be possible 

to create an external funding mechanism for which both the~accrual 

of principal (from ratepayer payments) and the earningS"~n fund 
,/ 

1 I' Oa ance will be tax exempt. This will allow SUCh,;a fund to earn at 

rates considerably above those on taxable fUnditl'~ mechanisms, even 
;1 with a conservative investment policy. 

/ o. Effect of Payment Schedules: Oltimate/~ersus Present Cost-
Sasea Collections 

Witnesses presented a variety ~ payment schedules by 

which funds would be collected for the ~lternative decommiSSioning 

schedules. These produced a range o~ssumed presen~ value cos~s. 
As a general prinCiple, of course, the ,reSent value of a payment 

falls if it is postponed further ~~o the future. 

The ?resent value cost of prepayment options generally is 
highest, because more money must be set aside for decommiSSioning 

in the first year. Capitalization or amortization of the 
prepayment sum reduces this i~pact somewhat. 
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The internal and external sinking funds were generally 
?re~ised on one oi two means for calculating payment schedules. 

"Ultimate cos:" based recovery estimates the actual ultimate cost of 
decommissioning, and calculates annual payments of equal nominal 

amount. "Present cost" based recovery, in contrast, bases each year's 

collection on the cost to decommission the plant in that year; pay-

rise over time as the estimated cost of decommissioning rises. 

Ultimate cost based recovery therefore has a higher present 

value cost than does present cost based recovery. Early year payments 
are higher tor the former, and the higher later year payments of the 

latter are heavily discounted. . ... 
Expensing could be cheaper still. however,.t~·ts· noted 

".. 
,!if 

elsewhere, we reject this alternative as inequit~e. 
3. Flexibilitv ~/ 

., .. . , All mechanisms can be manipulated~o as to allow for 
I ; revisions in annual payments. We will provide below for review and 

/ revision in the biennial general rate c~es. This meets our 
i 

'I flexibility criterion. I 
JI 

Prepayment is less flexibl~ than other alternatives, 
1 

however, because it involves the greatest initial commitment of funds. 
,I 

Projected decommissioning costs cocld fall, or even merely escalate 

more slowly than initially projected, relative to fund earnings. In 

that event, the decommissioning fund would become "overcollected" • 
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4.. Equity 

Our equity goal is to charge ratepayers at any given time in 

relation to the net benefits they are then receiving. As a first 

estimate, this involves a comparison of the direct costs and be~efits 
of nuclear electricity_ 

the costs of nuclear electricity also include an insurance 

premium, whether paid to an insurer or internalized, to recognize the 

risk ot premature decommissioning. ~ecause no commercial insurance 

is yet availa~le, it is difficult to calculate an appropriate internal 
. !' .~.: 1; . premlum. ne ratepayers must, In e •• ect, se ... -lnsure ... / 

As descri"oed above, only the expensing a~~ative defies 

structuring of an equitable mechanism.. This al~native would i~pose 
/ all the costs of decommissioning on ratepaye~ in the years of 

/ 
decommissioning; ra:cpayers during :he o~a:ing life of :he plan: 

would pay nothing. We reject the expe7s ng al:erna:ive on :his basis. 
~. The Ado~ted Mechanism ' 

j 
We will adopt an external ~inking fund mechanism, with 

i annual ratepayer pa~ents based on ~he estimated ultimate cost of 
f decommission. We will assume a tax exempt fund. 

,r 
.r 

This choice is based o~a balAncing of the criteria 
~' 

discussed above. Our concern for assurance leads us to prefer funded 
/.-alternatives, which provide both greater independence from the 

finanCial status of the utility, and the greater automatic avail-

ability of funds in the event of premature decommissioning. 
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Based on our judgment that tax exempt status will be 
obtained tor the external :t"uno. we estii:late that the additional cost 

ot an external fund. compareci with the so-callea "internal sinking 

fund". will ~e small. The slightly lower earnings to be expected fror:l 

investment in a portfolio are acceptaole representations of their 

greater security. cOi:lpared with investment only in the utility itself. 

In calculating the size of the annual ratepayer 

contribution to decommissioning. the utilities should use the 

ultimate cost of perforoing decommiSSioning. not the present COSt. 

Ihis ultimate COSt basis will serve to levelize the nominal annuity 

which the ratepayers will pay; inilation over the next three 

decades should ~ean that the real cost to ratepayers of the annual 

payment will decline over time. 

It is equitable for ratepayers to pay ~~ for assurance 

in the early years of plant operation. becaus~he risks and 

uncertainties associated with operation an~ecommisSiOning are 

greatest in the early years. The ultim~ cost basis also will 
" t 

increase the fund balance more rapidlY;'in the early years 0: plant 
,-

operation. In the a'osence of surety)'bonds or premature decommission-
. .:., 

ing insurance. these higher reserve.~·levels will provide more assuranee 

in the event of premature plant decommissioning. 

we will require the utilities to adopt external management 
of their decommissioning reserves. using independent third-party 

trustees. External management will provide somewhat greater assurance 

that the iort~~es of the utility and the reserve are independent. 
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Professional portfolio managers should also be able to achieve 

somewhat higher earnings from inves~ment 0: ~he reserve funds. 

finally, based on the tentative I~S guidelines discussed above, use of 

an independent trustee increases the likelihood that decommissioning 

reserves will be treated as tax-exemp~ or nonrecognized as taxable 
income. 

Respondents and staff will be directed to develop 

appropriate limitations on the investments available to the fund 

manager. At a minimum, concern for diversification of risk 
r dictates that decommissioning funds noc/be invested in ~he ,-

opera~ing u~ili ty, since any problems" with the nuclear plant would 
/ 

directly aftect the value of such fnvestmen~s. For similar 
" reasons, parties also should propose limita~ions on the total 

percentage of the funds which can be invested in all energy 

utilities. We will evaluate these limitations during the next 
phase' of 011 86. 

, 
Our adoption of an externally funded and managed reserve 

for the costs of: decommiss·ioning will have an impact upon the 

respondent utilities' revenue requirement. PG&E will be ordered to 

file 011 86, within 60 days of the effective date of this decision, 

a proposed decommissioning financing mechanism for its Humboldt Bay 

Nuclear Plant consistent with this decision. This proposal shall 

include a proposed method for establishing ~he adopted funding 

mechanism and for accounting for decommissioning, as well as all 
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necessary information supporting a request for the additional 

revenue requirement consistent with todAY'S decision. A 

decommissioning tinancing mechanism for humboldt will be adopted in 

011 86; the adjustment to rates to finance the reserve will be made 

in PG&E's pending general rate case, A.82-12-4S. 

PC,;&.t:: will be ordered to tile a similar proposal for its 

Diablo Canyon Nuclear Generating Station in A.5S911, the proceeding 
,.-

considering its application to add Diablo Canyon to ~;;'te base. The 
/ 

reserve and its rate treatment will be establishea'in A.58911. 
" " Edison and SDG&E will be ordered to ~ile within 60 days 

l' 
ot the effective date of this order their ?~oposed accounting 

, 
method, :funding mechanism, and requests fo,r revenue requirement ,-

p 
consistent with today's deciSion, to co~vere their present depre-

~ 

ciation reserve treatment of SONGS 1 d~commissioning expenses to an 
i 

externa.lly :tunded and managed mechani .. sm. f'unding mechanisms will 

be adopted after further hearing in pII 86; the adjustment to rates 
J 

to finance the reserves will be mac,e in Edison's 1984 attrition 
I 

I adjustment, and in SDG&E's pendin~ general rate ease. 

Edison and SDG&~ will be directed to propose similar 
mechanisms in their pending SONGS 2 rate base offset proceedings 

(A.82-02~40 and A.8Z-03-63, respectively). A~ the time of their 

rate base applications tor SONGS 3, they should enclose consistent 

proposals. Edison and SDG&E should also use their best efforts to 
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involve co-owners ~ity of Anaheim and City 0: Riverside in ~heir 

mechanism; at present, the Commission has no authori~y ~o impose 

such requiremen~s on ~he ci~ies. 

we intend that reserves be created to cover ~he full cos~ 

of decommissioning the SONGS uni~s. As ~he opera~ing u~ility, 

Edison will be responsible for assuring this coverage if the ci~ies 

do not assume their share of the cos~s. If Edison or SDG&E sell 

any or all of their existing ownership interests in any SO~GS 

units, they will be responsible for assuring that the purchasers 

participate fully in the unit's decommissioning financin~" 
mechanism. /' 

"". 

Finally, to ~he extent that they are r~~nt and 

consistent with this decision, we adopt PG&E'~eCOmmendations 
/" 

regarding use of standard nomenclature in addressing costs 

associated with decommissioning 

operated by California's public 

Findings of Fact 

?lan~s owned and/or 

1. Currently, funds for dec missioning nuclear power·plan~s 

owned and operated by regulated California public utilities are 

accumulated on the utilities' books through the straight-line 

remaining life method. 
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2. Financing alternatives for funding the costs of 

decommissioning include prepayment, sinking fund, straight-line 

r~maining life, surety bond, and premature decommissioning 
insurance. 

3. No national policy exists designating the appropriate 

method and manner for decommissioning nuclear power plants. 

4. The NRC statf favors decommissioning by dismantlement and 

removal; our analysis of the adequacy of alternatives tor financing 

decommissioning costs assumes complete reooval during the 10-year 
periOd following shutdown of a nuclear power plant. 

5. The most important criterion for judging the adequacy ot 
," . 

a financing mec~anism is the assurance which the method provides 
,iF 

that the funds collected will be available and/~fficient to cover 

the costs of decommissioning. ;I' 
o. ~ecause there are inherent uncel'ainties in estimating 

future decommissioning costs, adaPtabil~y 0: a financing mechanism 
,( 

to technical, regulatory and economic Changes is critical. 
I 

7. The decommissioning financing mechanis!!] should be 
, , 

designed to ensure equitable treatment of ratepayers over time, 
considering the benefits, costs, and uncertainties of nuclear power 
plant operation. 

S. The increase in a customer's total monthly bill 

occasioned by adoption of the most expensive decommiSSioning 
iinancing alternative would be minimal. 
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9. The ftexpens ing" option is not a reasonable alternative 
because of its extre~e inequity_ 

10. Premature decommissioning insurance or a surety bond, 

it available, would provide additional assurance that funds would 
oe available to cover decommissioning costs. 

11. Uniunded finanCing methods, such as existing unfunded 

strslght-line remaining life ~ethods, provide less assurance that 
funds will oe available for decommissioning. 

12. Adequate assurance of fund availability is best provided 

by a :unded reserve, segregated from other utility funds and 
dedicated specitically and solely to ?a~ent of nuclear 
decommiSSioning costs. 

.r'" 13. All three of the funded methods - exte~al prepa~ent, 

external sinking fund, and internally managed~xternallY funded 
/ reserve - provide adequate levels of fund~ssurance, and also meet 

Our criteria 0: flexibility and equity.;! 

14. The equity to ratepayers ~ ti~c of the COSts of the 
decommissioning mechanism will be improved i: funds collected for 

decommissioning are tax-exempt o~on-reCOgniZed as taxable 
income. 

15. Inforoal IRS guidelines indicate that decommissioning 

financing mechanisms may receive tax-exempt or non-recognized tax 

treatment if (1) funds collected from ratepayers for decommission-

ing are segregated i~~ediately from the utility's assets and 
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deposited in a blind trust, (2) the trust funds are no~ invested in 

assets of the opera~ing utility, (~) the trust is administered by 

parties not normally involved in the operations of the operating 

utility, and (4) provision is made that any eventual surplus would 
be refunded to the ratepayers, not to the utility. 

16. ~ecause no utility has yet received a favorable ruling 

from the IRS on a ?roposed decommissioning financing mechanism, it 

is unclear whether utilities can design a mechanism which would 

receive tax-exempt or non-recognized treatment from the IRS, under 
current law. 

17. A state-operated decommissioning fund might be treated as 
tax-exenlpt. /' ",' 

... ,-' 
18. It is reasonable to design decommissioning tunas and to 

/ 
begin collections under the assumption that ,,,.the reserve will be 

.. , ,.,' designated as tax-exempt or nonrecognize~/as taxaole income; t~e 
" adopted mechanism contains adequate fleXibility to convert to full .' 

cost recovery based collection if th~reserves are found to be 
'" taxable. )' 

19. If revenues associated J(th decommissioning financing 
1 

mechanisms are treated as taxab:U~ income, then "full cost recovery" 

is the most reasonable basis f~ accounting for such treatment. 

20. External trustee management of decommissioning funds 

will provide reasonable assurance that funds will be invested to 
earn safe, reasonable returns. 
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2;. It is reasonable to calculate annual payments to the 
external sinking fund based on the projected ultimate cost of 

oecommissioning. rather than on the estimated present cost. 

22. It is reasonable to prohibit investment of 

decommissioning funds in assets 0: the operating utility, and to 

establish other reasonable limitations on investments by the fund, 
as means 0: diversiiying risk. 

23. It is reasonable to require PG&E to establish a 

oecommissioning finance mechanism for the Humboldt hay ~uclear 

Plant; it is appropriate to design the mechanism in elI 86. and to 

establish the accompanying rate adjustment in ?G&E's pending 

general rate proceeding. 
/,' 

." 24. It is reasonable to require PG&E to pr~?Ose a 
,.r 

F' 

decommissioning finance mechanism for the Dia~Io Canyon Nuclear , 
.;,-

Generating Station consistent with this decision, in its pending 
I' 

/ rate base offset proceeding. J 

J' 

25. It is reasonable to require ~ison and SDG&E to convert 
/ 

I'" their unfunded straight-line remainifg life treatments of 

decommissioning costs for San Onof~ Nuclear Generating Station 

No.1 (SONGS 1, to externally fun~ mechanisms, and to propose 
.1.-

such treatments for SO~GS 2 and 3, consistent with this decision. 

It is reasonable to adopt the mechanisms in a further order in 

all 86, and to make the necessary rate adjustments in SDG&E's 

pending rate case~ and in Edison's 1984 attrition adjustment. 
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26. It is reasonable to involve the cities of Anaheim and 

~iverside, which are part owners 0: SONGS 2 and 3, in the develop-

ment and administration of decommissioning financing mechanisms for 

those power plants. Although this Commission has no existing 

authority to order such participation, it is reasonable to direct 

respondents Edison and SDG&E to use their best efforts to secure 
such participation. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. The Commission should adopt a method for financing 

decommissioning costs which provides adequate assurance that 

sufficient funos will be available for ~ecommissioning at the ti~e 
they are needed .. .. 

" 
; 

2. The Commiss ion should adopt a methOd ,.for financing 

decommissioning costs which can readily be adapted to subsequent 

technical, regulatory, and economic chan.ge's. 

3. The Co~mission should adopt ~ method ior financing 

decommissioning costs which equi tab lyi distributes the costs ot 
, 

nuclear power generation among rat7Payers benefiting from such 
power. 

4. The Commission should adopt a method for financing 

decommissioning costs which best meets the criteria of assurance, 
flexibility, and equity at the lowest possible cost. 

5. The Commission should adopt an externally funded and 

managed reserve as the best mechanism for respondents to finance 
decommissioning costs .. 
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' .. , 

6. The Commission should adopt a mechanism which assumes 

that contributions to decommissioning reserves will be tax-exempt 

for federal and state tax purposes, in the absence of definitive 
rulings to the contrary. 

7. Annual payments to the reserve should be calculated based 

on the projected ultimate costs of decommissioning, rather than 

based on the estimated present cost. 

8. Edison and SDG&E should be required to convert their 
existing straight-line remaining life treatment 0: decommissioning 

costs for SONGS 1 to externally funded and managed treatment, 

consistent with this decision. 
,/ 

9. Edison and SDG£E should be directed to" use all reasonable 

eftorts to include in the mechanisms all a~encies with any 

ownership interests in any SONGS unit; Ed.tson, as the operating 

10. :t'G&E and the CO::lcission staf~sho'l!ld be required to 

design a decomcissioning finance cechanism for the h'l!mboldt ~ay 

Nuclear Plant. in the next phase 0:'011 86; the accompanying rate 

adjustment should be made in PG&.E',s penaing general rate case .. 
I" , 

11 .. PG&E should be required to propose a financing mechanism 

consistent with this decision in its pending rate base offset 

proceeding for its Diablo Canyon Nuclear Generating Station • 
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IN!ERIX Ol{DER 

It IS ORDERED that: 

1. Responaents Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), 

Southern California Edison Company (Edison), and San Diego Gas & 
~lectric Company (SD~~E) shall, as soon as practicable, develop 

procedures to fund decommissioning COStS for nuclear generating 

units by use of externally funded ana managed reserves. 

~. Edison, joined by S~G&E, shall file within 60 days of 

the effective date of this orcer a proposed method for establishing 

an externally funded and managed reserve and a proposed method of 

accounting for decommissioning costs of San Onofre ~uc1ear 
,r 

Generating Station (SONGS) Unit No.1 consistent/with this 
oecision. 

/". 
~dison and SDG&E shall develop in:ormation which would 

,.' 
," 

support requests for additional revenue requirement consistent with 
,.r 

tax-exempt treatment of the financing m~,chanisms; Edison and SDG&E , 

shall include analyses of the likelihood of securing tax-exempt 
" 

treatments. Further hearing shall ole' held in 01 I 86. addressing 

the design and adoption of approved/ financing mechanisms. Edison 

and the Commission stat: shall add'ress the revenue impacts of the 

adopted mechanism in evaluation of ~dison's 19~4 attrition adjust-

ment. SDG&E and the Commission staff shall address the revenue 

impacts of the aoopted mechanism in SDG&E's pending general rate 
case. 
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3. Edison ana SDG~E shall file proposed financing ~echanis~s 

for SO~GS 2, consistent with this decision, for filing in Edison's 

and SDG&E's pending rate base offset applica~ions. Similar 

provisions shall be made for SO~GS 3, if and when ~dison and SDG&E 

apply to include that unit's cost in their rate bases. 

4. £dison and SDG&E shall use their best efforts to secure 

tne cooperation and participating of the co-owner cities of ~~aheim 

and kiverside in proposed mechanisms for SONGS 2 and 3. The 

Executive Director shall serve copies of this decision on the City 

of Anaheim and the City of Riverside. 

5. PG&E shall file, in the rate base offset proceeding for 
" Diablo Canyon Nuclear Generating Station, a proposed method for 

establishing an externally funded reserve ane a proposed methOd of 

accounting tor decoccissioning consistent with tax-exempt treatment 

of the financing ~echanism; PG&E shall include its analYSis of the 

likelihood 0: securing tax-exempt treatment. 

6. PG&E shall file within 60 days of the effective date of 
this order a proposed method for es~ablishing an externally funded 

and managed reserve and a proposed method of accounting for 

decommissioning costs of the Humboldt Bay Nuclear Plant consistent 

With this decision. PG&E shall develop information which would 

support a request for additional revenue requirement consistent 

wi th tax-exempt treatmen~ of the financ;.ng mechanism; PG&E shall 

include analysis of the likelihood of securing tax-exempt treat-
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ment. Further hearing shall be held in 011 86. addressing the 

design and adoption of an approved financing mechanism. PG&E and 

the Commission staff shall address the revenue impacts of the 

adopted mechanism in PG&E's pending general rate case. 

7. Further hearings shall be held in OII 86. to address the 

filings ordered above and to design decommissioning finance 

mechanisms consistent with this decision. A prehearing conference 

shall be held in the Commission's Courtroom, State Building, San 

Francisco, beginning at 10 a.m •• Thursday. August 4, 1983 before 

Administrative Law Judge Carlos. At that time, the AW,·shall 
, ,. , 

schedule days for hearings. and shall determine cotllll'on issues 
,/ ,-

presented by the filings, which can be heard together. 
,.( 

~. Respondents shall file an original #lus twelve copies of 
I 

each filing ordered in this decision with ~e Commission's Docket 

Office, and shall serve copies on all pa~~es in 011 86. 

/ 
/ 

I 
/ 

I , 
/ 

/ 
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9. Io the extent they a~e relevan~ and consistent with 

this decision, ?G&£'s =ecommenda~ions regarding standard nomencla-

~ure concerning decom~is$ioning nuclear power ?lants a=e adopted. 

This order becomes effective 30 days ==o~ today. 
Dated APR 61983 , at San Francisco. California. ----------------

• 

I 
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APPE~DIX A 

LIST OF APP~~CES 
Kespondents: John R. Bury, David N. Barry. w.E. ~~rx, R.K. Du~an: 

~nd.Carol B. henningson, Attorneys at Law, for Southern 
Callfornla ~clson Company; Jeffrey Lee Gu~tero, S~ephen 
Edwards, William Reed, and RandaLL w. Chl1dress, Attorneys at 
Law, for San Diego Gas & ~lectric Company; Robert Ohlbach, 
Richard F. Locke, and Ivor E. Samson, Attorneys at Law, for 
Pacific Gas and Electric Com?any. 

Interested Parties: ~obcrt Thiele, for Contra Costans for a 
Nuclear Free future; Dian Grueneich, and Gary Fay. A~tQrneys 
at Law, for California Energy Co~mlssion~ Roger Beers, for 
himself: Dan haifley, for People for a Nuclear free Future: 
William L. Knecht. Attorney at Law, for California 
~SSoclatlon oz Otility Shareholders; Jane Bergen, Attorney at 
Law, tor League of Women Voters of Call:ornla; Ralpb(C. 
cavana~h, Attorney at Law, for Na~ural Re50urces~De:ense 
Counci • Inc.; Michael Papsrian, for the Sierra/Club; David 
~~rtinez. for the Abalone ~11~ance of the ~~~{na, North beach 
ana ?aclfic Heights;Linda Sloven, AttOrney at Law, for Toward 
Utility Rate ~o~alization; ~onald D. Ratc~er, for interested 
PG&E stockholders; Steven Heim. tor fiirns~l:; truce Cam?bell, 
for Diablo Canyon Tas~ Force of the Alltance :or Survival of 
Los Angeles-Santa Monica; Eric Scnroedkr, Carl Ziehella, and 
J.A. Savage. tor Redwood Alliance; Dwight Coeke~ for 
Calitornians for Nuclear SafegUard~. Ar~ene ~lack~ for 
American Association of Univ~rsity Women, Calitornia State 
Uivision; ~oehelle Becker, for Moo ers for Peace~ Michael H. 
Cravotto, for himsel:; Caris DavLason, for himself; Samuel k. 
Tyson. ~tanislaus Safe Energy c~mittee; Daniel W. Fairtax, 
for ~rnst & Whinney; Tom hayoen~ for the Campa1gn tor 
Eeonomic Dernocracy;Regina kyerson, for People Against Nuclear 
Power; william S. Snat:ran, A~orney at Law, for the City of 
San Diego. / 

I 

Commission Staff: Richard Rosenberg, Attorney at Law, A.V. Garde, 
and Ronald L. KnecRt. ' 
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